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Preface

T

his publication results from growing concern about increasing congestion on urban freeways. It provides an overview of proven traffic
control techniques for reducing congestion
and improving operations that will be of interest to highway administrators, legislators,
and other public officials concerned with
the management and operation of freeway
systems .
The ever- increasing traffic demand being
placed on existing freeways, coup led with
the current deemphasis on providing new
facilities, confronts the highway administrator with the need and the chal lenge to develop and employ innovative traffic control
techniques. This summary of alternative
measures that are being effectively used in
various cities should prove useful in helping
meet this challenge .
This synthesis of past and present practices describes operational and safety problems typi cal to an urban freeway corridor, a
range of options for dealing with these problems, and guidelines for implementing and
operating freeway control systems . The
report is based on previous research, actual
experien ce from operating freeway control
systems in various parts of the United States,
and numerous interviews with individuals
having responsibility for those system s.
General guidance is provided for the planning and implementation of freeway control

projects at the executive and admi nistrative
levels. Thus, this is not a technical evaluation of the various types of freeway control
systems in operation but instead is a narrative of how freeway control techniques can
be effectively used to improve traffic flow,
reduce delays and accidents, increase capacity, and create a better traffic environment.
The research reported herein was the fifth
and final phase of NCH RP Project 20-3. Previous research under this project evaluated
various traffic surveillance, commu n ication, and control techniques using the John
C. Lodge Freeway in Detroit as a test facility .
The earlier work also provided a summary of
all research conducted on the Lodge Freeway by the NCHRP and others. This summary is available from University Microfilms
International, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48106 .
Special acknowledgment and appreciation are extended to all the members of the
NCHRP Project Panel for their guidance in
the development of this publication and for
their extensive review of the various draft
manuscripts . Appreciation is also extended
to my co lleagues, too many to name, for
providing an opportunity for numerous discussion s and for providing information and
photographs for use in this publication.
Donald C. Cape/le
September 1979

Introduction
.I
vast network of highways has
been constructed during the
past few decades in an effort to
meet the nation's need for increased mobility. While one result is that
Americans today are history's most mobile
society, the total effort has not been completely successful. Traffic congestion, still a
chronic problem in most densely populated
areas, has been compounded by environmental pollution and limited fuel supplies.
Although it is generally agreed that the automobile wi 11 continue to be the most common
form of transportation , the "more highways"
approach is not the ultimate solution to improving urban transportation. How, then,
can this be accomplished?
Increased use of both traditional and modern forms of transit will help, as will techniques such as carpooling, staggered work
hours or four-day weeks. Another promising
way to reduce congestion is through more
intensive management and control of traffic
- especially in urban freeway corridors.

A

◄ Houston, Texas. (Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation .)

The growing need for better management
of freeways to provide increased levels of
capacity, service, and safety is becoming
more and more apparent. Experience has
shown that freeway traffic management system s can significantly improve the movement of people by:
• Detecting and responding to accidents,
disabled vehicles and other in cidents
that affect the flow of traffic .
• Restraining traffic flow at certain points
to prevent congestion at more crucial
points, which helps traffic move through
critical bottlenecks .
• Giving priority treatment to higheroccupancy vehicles (such as buses and
carpools) , which increases the personmoving capacity of the freeway.
• Diverting traffic from congested sections of a freeway to under-used roadways serving the same corridor .
• Providing real-time informati on to the
motorists, aidin g th em in efficient utilization of the freeway system.
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Programs to improve the capacity and efficiency of urban freeways are not new. As
early as 1955, the City of Detroit implemented a project on the John Lodge Expressway
that used closed-circuit television for freeway surveillance . Chicago, Detroit, Hous-

ton, Los Angeles, and Dallas pioneered the
application of freeway survei I lance and control in the early 1960s. New York applied the
technology to increase the flow of traffic
through the Hudson River tunnels. Based on
the success and experience of these early

Figure 1. Location of Freeway Traffic Management Systems
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experiments, freeway surveillance and control systems are now being developed and
placed in operation in a number of urban
areas throughout the world. Figure 1 shows
those areas in the U .S. where some form of
freeway management and control is currently being used.
Initially, projects focused primarily on the
hardware aspects of surveillance and control, but experience soon showed that other
elements were equally important: development of good relations with the public, the
press, and concerned political jurisdictions;
participation of police, fire, and maintenance organizations; development of operating procedures and control logic; and staff
considerations . It was also found that freeway traffic management need not involve
major commitments of staff and money . Installations of automated traffic control systems can often provide significant benefits
fora relatively small investment. This is particularly true where limited installations are
required for controls, such as ramp metering
devices.
Freeway survei Ilance and control can be a
highly reliable and valuable management
tool. Research conducted during the past 20
years has demonstrated that improved operations will provide tangible benefits to freeway users. However, relatively few freeway
management systems are in operation today .
One reason is that many highway administrators anticipate that the design, implementation, and operation of a freeway control
system is too complex an undertaking. For
this reason, it is important that every highway administrator become familiar with the
concepts and benefits of freeway management systems so that they can promote the
application of techniques for improving
safety and mobility for people i n urban areas.

A Looi< at
the Problems
he 1956 Federal-Aid Highway Act
resulted in construction of a large
network of freeways . These freeways, a vital element of the total
transportation system, serve approximately
20 percent of motor vehicle travel in the
United States although they comprise only
about 1.1 percent of the total road system.
While increased mobility and greater levels
of safety have resulted, the mere building of
these freeways has not been sufficient. Experience has shown that these facilities must
continue to provide a high level of operational service if they are to provide the safety,
comfort, and convenience expected by the
motoring public . This level of service has
been maintained on rural freeways; however,
the demand from an ever-increasing number
of commuters and other travelers in urban
areas has led to conditions that prevent many
urban freeways from providing the intended
level of service. The resulting impact on
these freeways has been congestion-the
predominant problem.
Congestion is typified by slower-than-desired travel speeds, erratic stop-and-go driving, unpredictable travel times, increased
operating costs, higher aq:ident frequen-

T

◄ Colden

Cate Bridge, San Francisco, California . (San

Francisco Regional Office - Alan M . Voorhees & Associates. )

cies, energy waste, air pollution and many
other frustrating conditions . It is attributed
to overloaded facilities when traffic demand
exceeds capacity; in other words, when too
much traffic is attempting to use the same
facility . Undesired delay, increased pollutants, and a waste of scarce resources are the
resulting impacts.
The term " recurring problem" is used to
describe congestion when it routinely occurs
at certain locations and during specific time
periods. The term " non-recurring problem"
is used to describe congestion when it is due
to random events such as accidents or other
extraordinary events . While numerous factors contribute to the congestion problem,
most of the problems can be classified in one
of the following general categories :
• Recurring excessive demand
• Recurring geometric deficiencies
• Non-recurring temporary hazards
(incidents)
RECURRING PROBLEMS

The most common cause of recurring congestion is excessive demand , the basic overloading of a fac ility that results in traffic
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stream turbulence. Under ideal conditions,
the capacity of a freeway is approximately
2,000 passenger cars per lane per hour.
When die travel demand exceeds this number, an "operational bottleneck" will develop.
Excessive demand is illustrated by Figure
2, which represents cars passing a point in
the road as a function of time. The solid
line represents the capacity of a point on a
section of freeway at a particular time; i.e. ,
the number of vehicles passing the point
under the prevailing roadway conditions.

As long as the traffic demand (dashed line)
is less than or equal to the capacity of that
section of freeway, there is no congestion.
However, once the arrival rate begins to exceed the capacity at time ta, a bottleneck is
formed and vehicles begin to accumulate
upstream of the bottleneck until time tb
when the demand once again is equal to the
capacity of that section of freeway. The
amount of delay, represented by the shaded
area between the demand and supply
curves, cannot be changed unless either
demand or capacity is altered .

An example is congestion associated with
unrestrained ramp access. If the combined
volume of a freeway on-ramp and the main
freeway lanes creates a demand that
exceeds the capacity of a section of freeway
downstream from the ramp entrance, congestion will develop on the main lanes of
the freeway , which will result in queuing
upstream of the bottleneck. The time and
location of this type of congestion can be
predicted fairly accurately.
Another cause of recurring congestion is
the reduced capacity created by a geometric deficiency such as a lane drop,
difficult weaving section, or narrow crosssection. The capacity of these isolated
sections, called " geometric bottlenecks," is
lower than that of adjacent sections along
the freeway. When the demand upstream of
the bottleneck exceeds the capacity of the
bottleneck, congestion develops and queuing occurs on the upstream freeway lanes.
The bottlenecks exhibit some of the same
characteristics as the "excessive demand"
bottlenecks . Likewise, the resulting congestion can also be predicted fairly accurately.
Lane drops, short weaving sections, narrow cross-sections, inadequate signing, sight
restrictions, and non-standard interchanges
are the most common causes of geometric
bottlenecks . An active program of redesign
and reconstruction of existing facilities
...:0uld eliminate many of these geometric
deficiencies. However, since these improvements tend to be very expensive, this type of
problem will continue to be a source of congestion o n many urban freeway facilities.
◄ Recurring congestion associated with unrestrained
ramp access . The time and location of this type of
congestion can be predicted fairly accurately. (Arizona D epartment of Transportation .)
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Figure 2. Relationship Between Demand, Capacity and Congestion

especial ly if they occur early in peak demand periods.
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When traffic demand exceeds the service rate of a section of freeway a bottleneck is
formed and vehicles will accumulate upstream of the bottleneck. The amount of
delay is represented by the shaded area.

NON-RECURRING PROBLEMS

Delay and hazards ·caused by random
events constitute another, and sometimes
equally serious, freeway congestion problem. Referred to as temporary hazards or
freeway incidents, they can vary significantly in character . Included in this category is any unusual event that causes
congestion and delay. Usually the effect of
non-recurring problems is the reduction of
traffic flow either by blocking a lane or
lanes, or by causing some other impediment
to traffic flow that has the effect of reducing
the capacity of a section of freeway. The
most common types encountered on urban

freeways include:
• Traffic accidents
• Disabled vehicles
• Spilled loads
• Adverse weather conditions
• Gawking
Because neither the location nor time of
these random events is predictable, the resulting congestion cannot readily be dealt
with by routinely controlling demand or increasing capacity-strategies typically used
to alleviate the recurring type of congestion problem . Experience has shown that
these non-recurring problems happen frequently in day-to-day freeway operation
and can create considerable congestion,

Different freeway congestion problems
have different impact severities; however,
the severity of a particular problem is general ly dependent on time of day, place of
occurrence, and duration . Severity also depends on whether the different types of
problems occur simultaneously or independently of one another . For example, a temporary hazard such as a disabled vehicle on
the shou lder of a freeway may have only
negligible impact during off-peak conditions. But the same incident during a peak
period, when freeway traffic is approaching
capacity, may result in severe congestion.
Many studies have been conducted to
determine the extent and magnitude of
freeway problems. Although it is difficult to
generalize the resu Its because of the variety
of problems encountered, it is possible to
use statistics from a few of the studies to exemplify the magnitude of the overall freeway congestion problem .
During a recent traffic-responsive ramp
control experiment in Los Angeles, it was
found that freeway volumes increased by 3
percent, waiting times at ramps decreased
by 20 percent, and average speed on the
freeway increased 100 percent (from 25 to
52 mph). It was estimated that the freeway
management system contributes to annual
savings of more than 220,000 vehicle-hours
with an annual net benefit of nearly
$675,000 . In Detroit, where ramp metering
was installed to combat recurring congestion prob lems, it was estimated that
225,000 annual vehicle-hours were saved as
a result of this control. A simi lar savings in
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travel time has been reported for the outbound lanes of the Eisenhower Expressway
in Chicago.
Delays due to incidents may be as great
or greater than those caused by recurring
congestion. One study reports that at least
one lane in a typical urban freeway network
is likely to be blocked 7 .2 percent of the
time due to accidents and 6.7 percent of
the time because of stalled vehicles or
breakdowns . Such blockage of freeway
lanes has severe impact. Recent research
has shown that a one-lane blockage caused
by a minor accident actually reduced the
capacity of a freeway section by 50 percent
even though the physical reduction was
only loss of one lane (a 33 percent reduction
in capacity) .
In an analysis of incidents using data
from the Detroit study, it was calculated
that delay-causing incidents on a 10-mile
freeway segment would produce 550,000
annual vehicle-hours of delay, resulting in
excessive hydrocarbon pollutants and a
waste of more than 360,000 gallons of gasoline. The Los Angeles program of early
detection and rapid removal of unusual
incidents reported similar results and noted
that non-recurring congestion could be reduced by as much as 65 percent with an
incident-management program . There are
no national figures indicating the total costs
associated with freeway congestion, but it
has been estimated that these costs constitute a multimillion dollar annual burdenone that need not be tolerated.
Non-recurring incidents constitute a major source of
congestion on urban freewa ys. A program of early detection and rapid removal is necessary to effectively
deal with these problems. (California D epartment of
Transportation .) ►
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Possible
Solutions
wide range of options is available to minimize congestion
and control the level of service
provided motorists on urban
freeways . These options deal with both
recurring and non-recurring problems.

A

MANAGEMENT OF RECURRING
PROBLEMS
Although management of recurring problems can take a variety of forms , the
fo llowing are usually involved: managing
vehicular demand, managing person demand, or increasi ng capac ity through geometri c improvements .
Management of Vehicular Demand

Vehicular demand is managed by various
freeway operation control techniques-control of traffic at entrance ramps, control of
traffic on the freeway mainline, and priority
control .

◄ Highwa y monitoring. (The Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey .)

Entrance Ramp Controls- Entrance ramp
control is the most widely used method of
managing vehicular demand . Its basic
objective is to reduce the number of vehi-

cles entering the freeway so that freeway
traffic can move in the most efficient range
of speeds and densities- i.e., the optimum
speed to achieve the maximum flow . This
type of control provides for a higher and
m ore predictable level of servi ce on th e
freeway and, at the same t ime, improves
the overall safety of operation , reduces ai r
pollution, and conserves energy.
Ramp closure and ramp metering are the
most frequently used forms of entrance ramp
contro ls. Ramp closure consists of physically
closing the ramp to traffic on eit her a permanent or a short-term basis. Because this is a
very restri ctive type of control, it is normally
used only at selected locations. Such location s i nclude facilities w ith inadequate storage at the entrance ramp (to prevent d isrupti on to surface street traffi c due to vehic les
waitingtoenterthefreeway), facilities w here
the freeway is running at capacity on the section before the entrance ramp, and facilities
where the ramp (even when controlled) does
not allow traffic to merge into the freeway
traffic stream without considerable hazard
or disruption .
Signs, manually placed barriers, and
automated barriers are commonly used to
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effect ramp closure. Automated barriers are
the most effective because the gates can be
opened and closed automatically, giving
more flexibility in responding to fluctuating
changes in traffic conditions. Signing tends
to be ineffective since a high number of
violations normally occur. Although effective, manually placed barriers are highly
labor intensive and normally used only
under experimental conditions .
Ramp metering, the most common technique for controlling vehicular demand,
limits the rate at which traffic can enter the
freeway, thus allowing the freeway to operate at a higher level of service. A standard
traffic signal that operates in the same manner as a signal at any intersection is used on
the ramp .

The ramp metering rate generally depends on whether the metering is being
used to minimize congestion on the freeway or to improve safety at the merging
area. If the intent of the system is to minimize congestion, the metering rate is set to
equal the difference between upstream
freeway demand and downstream freeway
capacity. If the metering is used only to
improve safety, the metering rate is set to
ensure that each vehicle has time to merge
before the following vehicle approaches the
merge area . The intent of single-vehicle
entry is to reduce the incidence of collision
(mainly rear-end) created by vehicles on
the ramp competing for gaps in the freeway
stream . In either case, the metering rates
are selected on the basis of historical traffic

Ii. Entrance ramp control is used to reduce the number of vehicles entering the freeway, thus allowing the freeway to move in the most efficient range of speeds and
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data on both the freeway and the ramp.
Three basic types of metering are used in
ramp control systems-pretimed metering,
traffic-responsive metering, and merge control. Pretimed metering consists of fixing
the metering rate in accordance with some
selected time period (i .e., time of day). In
this technique, the ramp signal operates at
a fixed cycle length in accordance with a
metering rate selected for a particular
control period .
Pretimed metering has proven to be an
extremely cost-effective ramp control technique. Its simplicity of design and the fact
that the largest net gain in benefits is
achieved in going from no control to some
simple form of control make pretimed
metering very appealing. The greatest d is-

densities. Ramp control is the most widely used method for managing vehicular
demand. (Arizona Department of Transportation .)

advantage is that the system cannot adjust
to fluctuating changes in demand and therefore cannot be responsive to non-recurring
problems such as incidents or special events.
Furthermore, the system may meter when
unnecessary, which results in loss of credibility and compliance.
Traffic-responsive metering is based on
the same principle as pretimed metering;
however, the strategy of selecting a metering
rate differs . Pretimed metering rates are determined from historical measures of traffic
conditions; traffic-responsive metering rates
are determined from actual measurements
of traffic conditions, which allows response
to current rather than historical conditions.
The basic strategy of traffic-responsive metering is to obtain real-time traffic measurements of conditions on the freeway, examine how the freeway is operating with respect
to capacity, and from this information determine the number of ramp vehicles that can
be released without causing congestion on
the freeway. Thus, traffic-responsive metering is an effective means of control because
it can react to fluctuating traffic flows and
minimize the adverse effects caused by
short-term variations in traffic demand . The
added surveillance required for traffic-responsive metering can also be used for incident detection and route diversions.
Merge control is used to achieve optimum use of freeway gaps. The system is
basically a method of merging a maximum
number of entrance ramp vehicles into
available gaps on the freeway without
causing significant disruption to the flow of

traffic on the freeway. A series of detectors,
installed in the right-hand lane of a freeway
in advance of an entrance ramp, monitor
the flow in that lane.'Once a gap of a predetermined length occurs, a vehicle is allowed
to leave the ramp and enter the freeway.
This type of control is most effective on
ramps where considerable turbulence is
generated by vehicles trying to enter the
main stream of traffic . This situation is most
predominant on older freeways that have
poor merging operations because of inadequate design standards. Where ramp
designs are of high standard, merge control
strategies are unnecessary, and a pretimed
or traffic-responsive metering system is
more effective.
Integrated ramp control is a refinement
that has gained widespread use. In this
technique, ramp metering rates are based
on total system operation and not on traffic
flow just immediately upstream and
downstream of a ramp. The control system
monitors level of service performance at all
access points to the freeway and, from this
measurement, establishes an allowable
ramp flow that will achieve a desired level

of service for the entire system. By controlling the level of service in the system , overall higher flows can be achieved throughout
the length of the freeway. Integrated ramp
control is a complex operation that requires
both sophisticated control strategies and
centra l ized computer control. However,
such a system can be responsive to individual variations in traffic demands and can be
espec ially useful in responding to incidents
that occur within the control section.
Freeway Mainline Control-Control of
traffic on the freeway mainline involves
regulation and guidance of freeway traffic
with the intent of achieving more uniform
and stable traffic flow as demand for the
facility approaches capacity. Although
freeway mainline control has not been used
extensively in operating systems, there is
considerable interest in the concept, and it
is likely there will be more emphasis on research and demonstration projects in the
future. The most common mainline control
techniques include variable speed control,
driver information systems, and mainline
metering.

Variable-message signs are able to present current information on changing traffic conditions to the motorist. (California Department of Transportation , left;
Texas Transportation Institute, right . ) ►
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Variable speed control is intended to
control the speed of traffic on a freeway to
a level that achieves a uniformity of speeds
and stable traffic flow. The theory is that, as
the peak-flow demand on a facility increases, speed control can help improve the
stability of flow and thus reduce interaction
between vehicles in the traffic streams. This
assumes, of course, that drivers are responsive to speed increase opportunities and
thereby maintain minimum headways .
When this is not true, speed control is not a
viable concept for preventing congestion .
However, improving the uniformity of
speeds increases the probability of reducing
the occurrence of rear-end collisions as
congestion develops. Variable speed con-
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trol can also be used during off-peak periods
to alert motorists to a traffic hazard .
Experience with variable speed control
has been limited and results have been
somewhat mixed. In Detroit, motorists considered variable speed limits advisory rather
than regulatory and thus did not decrease
speeds to the posted limit unless there was
an apparent reason to do so . It was also
found that the control was not successfu l in
increasing flow at critical bottlenecks.
Many European countries, however, have
found that variable speed signs on freeways
are effective and produce favorable results
in terms of improving the speed distribution
and reducing the frequency and severity of
accidents.
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Driver information systems are used in
mainline control to advise motorists of freeway conditions so that appropriate action
can be taken by the driver to enhance the
efficiency and safety of operations . The
philosophy is to inform the driver of impending conditions with up-to-date information . This enables the driver to decide
what actions should be taken; i.e. , whether
to divert from the freeway or continue on
the planned route under some form of control. Signing and radio are examples of
driver information system s used in mainline
contro l.
Signing consists of visual information displays . Single-message signs-those capable
of conveying only one message-are used
to warn drivers of a closed lane, congestion,
or a particular hazardous condition such as
weather or environmental conditions. Since
they are used only when a particular hazard
occurs, their use is l imited, although they
can be very useful at locations where hazard
is we ll-defined and occ urs periodically .
Variable-message signs are able to convey a variety of information, which makes
them more effective in presenting current
inform ation on changing traffic conditions.
A number of these sign systems are currently installed on freeways and feature some of
the principal systems given in Table 1. Althou gh there are limited data on the effectiven ess of th ese signs, it has been determined that motorists are less frustrated and
aggravated when they are provided with information on the location of congestion and
the expected length of delay to be encoun◄ Dri ver in fo rmation syst ems, used in main line control, wa rn the motorist of freeway condit ions . The
motoris t ca n then take an y appropriate actio n t o enhance safet y and efficiency in operation . (City of Bal tim ore.)
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Table 1. Summary of Features of Some Variable-Message Sign Systems
Location

Type o f Sign

Number of
Displays

Type o f Information

Dallas, Texas

Rotating drum

3

Alternate route

Houston, Texas

Lamp mat rix

4

Freeway condition and
alternate route

Los Angeles,
California

Lamp matrix

35

Freeway cond it ion

Denver,
Colorado

Lamp matrix

4

Freeway condition

tered. This in itself tends to increase t he
safety and comfort of their trips as well as
improve the overall efficiency of the system . It is important that the information
presented to the driver, with both sing lemessage and variable-message displays, be
accurate. If motorists are given reason to
believe the information is erroneous, credibility will suffer and the system will not
serve its intended purpose. It is also important that variable-message sign systems not
be left blank-motorists tend to think a blank
sign is out of order .
Commercial radio is a common means of
communicating freeway traffic information . Local broadcast stations in all major
urban areas provide information on a routine basis during the peak periods of traffi c
flow; however, because much of the information broadcast by the local stations is
not accurate, timely, or reliable, its
effectiveness often is lost. Several urban

areas now have cooperative arrangements
between radio stations and freeway operating agencies-detailed traffi c information
is furnished to the stations at regular intervals by a freeway management agency and
the stations are notified almost immediately of traffic problems resu lting from
accidents or other major inc idents. This
increased cooperation has resu lted in a
much more reliable system for providing
real-time driver information .
Roadside radio is a communication
system in which messages can be transmitted directly to the driver from local
roadside transmitters. Its major advantage
over commercial radio is that the messages
can be more specific to the conditions at a
particular location. Although this technique has not been fu l ly tested in an
operational environment, experimental
studies have shown that the system is fully
acceptable to motorists and can be used

effectively to control vehicle speeds in hazardous locations. The major problems
are FCC restrictions on frequency transm ission and dependence on the driver to have
a radi o receiver in his vehicle. Also,
commercial radio stat ions in some areas
have opposed the system because the service is competitive with ongoing programs.
If these problems can be overcome, it is
likely that roadside radio will become a
practical and widely used means of communicating freeway traffic information . It
has the advantages of greater flexibility,
lower cost, and the ability to convey more
up-to-date information than other currently
available driver information systems .
Another form of control invo lves mainline metering-controlling traffic entering a
freeway cont rol section via the mainline
lanes according to input demand and
downstream capacity. A lthough this concept creates congestion on the mainline
upstream of the control section , it provides
for noncongested flow on the mainline
downstream through the control section . Its
major objective is to control traffic demand
at a mainline control point so that a desi red
level of service can be maintained on the
freeway lanes downstream of this location.
The desired level of servi ce may be set to
meet any of several criteria-to maximize
throughput of a downstream bottleneck; to
provide a high level of service to al l vehicles downstream of the control point,
particularly for buses and carpools that
enter from nearby park-ride terminals; to
distribute total delay in a more equitable
manner; or to encourage diversion from the
freeway because of normal traffic congestion or because of capacity-reducing
incidents . This concept is being used on
special controlled-access facilities such as
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ways are located in the median of an existing
freeway with some type of barrier to provide
a physical separation from the main freeway
lanes. The advantages of this technique are
that priority vehicles can operate safely at
high speeds, efficiency of the existing freeway is not reduced , and enforcement of priority control is more manageable. Some disadvantages are high capital costs and lack of
use during off-peak periods . However, separated facilities have the potential for delivering long-term benefits, and this often is
justification for the high initial capital costs.
Reserved freeway lanes have two conf igurations : Concurrent-flow lanes for priority
vehicles moving in the same direction as the
mainstream of traffic on the same side of the
median; contraflow lanes on the opposite
side of the median where priority traffic is
against the flow of traffic .
Use of contraflow lanes seems to be pre-

tunnels and bridges to increase capacity and
give priority to high-occupancy vehicles .
However, there has been only limited testing
on typical urban freeway systems.
Priority Control-Priority control provides
preferential treatment for buses , carpools
and other priority vehicles using the freeway . The basic intent is to encourage use of
more high-occupancy vehicles and thus reduce the total vehicle demand on the freeway . The major types of priority control used
on freeways are separated faci Iities, reserved
lanes , and priority access control.
Separated facilities are limited-access
roadways specifically constructed for the
exclusive use of high-occ upancy vehicles .
They are used to provide express service between outlying areas and activity centers or
for short bypasses at major freeway bottlenecks. In most cases, the separated road-

ferred . In this technique, an off-peak-direction lane is used for peak-direction traffic;
removable barriers normally delineate the
lane, and access is limited to specific slip
ramps or cross-over points at the beginning
point of the system . There may or may not
be a buffer lane to separate traffic on the
contraflow facility from opposing freeway
traffic . Implementation of this technique
usually relies on highly directional peak-period traffi c flow with sufficient excess capacity in the off-peak direction . Many of the
facilities in operation today are reserved exclusively for buses, but some also permit
carpools . Advantages of contraflow lanes
are that the capacity in the peak direction is
increased and the improvement can be implemented in a relatively short time at relatively low cost. The disadvantages are high
operating costs, potential for serious headon collisions (although the safety record has
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A Priori t y Janes provid e preferential access to buses, ca rpoo ls, and o ther priority
ve hicles. (Minn esota Department of Transpo rtatio n .)
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A Separat ed limited access roadways are constructed for the exclusive use o f highoccupancy vehicles. (Chicago Regional O ffi ce - Alan M . Voo rhees & A ssociates.)

.6 Relati vely inexpensive to implement, a concurrent-flow reserved lane gives highoccupancy vehicles a tra vel time advantage. (Florida Department o f Transpo rtation .)

been good), and the need for handling breakdowns in the reserved lane.
A concurrent-flow reserved lane is a
normal-flow lane with signs and markings
designating that priority vehicles have
exclusive access to the lane. One concept
of this technique is to create a preferential
lane by taking one freeway lane out of
existing service and dedicating it to the use
of high-occupancy vehicles (buses and carpools) . An alternative concept is to
physically add a lane to the freeway for the
use of high-occupancy vehicles . The
advantages of such a system are that the
high-occupancy vehicles are given a
distinct travel time advantage and that
there are no adverse effects on the other
traffic if the system is properl y planned.
The disadvantages are the potential hazards
created by having a high differential in
speed between the priority vehicles and

Aln a relat ivel y short time and at low cost, peak-direction capacit y can be increased
by the use o f contraflow lanes. (The Port Au t ho rity of New York and New Jersey .)

traffic in the non-reserved lanes along with
the increased weaving required for vehicles
getting to and from the reserved lane. Also,
enforcement is difficult, and the overall
effectiveness is I ikely to be negated in the
event of an incident.
Table 2 summarizes operational experience on four concurrent-flow reserved lane
projects. The Santa Monica Freeway project
is the only system where an existing lane was
taken away from mixed flow and assigned to
high-occupancy vehicles . The project operated for 21 weeks but was finally discontinued amid muc h controversy . On the positive
side, the number of carpool s on the freeway
increased by 65 percent; on the negative
side, freeway accidents rose markedly during the project, averaging about 2.5 times
t he weekly pre-project average . It was difficult to enforce the restrictions on access to
these reserved lanes and sideswipe acci-

dents were a particular problem . Thus, while
the project succeeded in attracting riders to
carpools and tran sit, the significant increase
in acc idents and th e public opposition led to
its discont inuance in August 1976.
The other concurrent-flow reserved lane
projects are similar except that a reserved
lane was designated at the same time a lane
wa s added to the freeway . The added lane
was provided either by widening or by restriping and using a portion of the shoulder.
In most of these projects there was a significant increase in carpools but the safety of
operation still rema ins a concern of the
operating agenc ies .
Priority access control is another technique used to improve the level of service
for high-occupancy vehicles . This type of
control, used in conjunction with freeway
ramp m etering controls, either gives highoccupancy vehicles priority access to a ramp
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Table 2. Characteristics of Four Concurrent-Flow Reserve Lane Projects
Location
of
Project

Portland,
Oregon
Banfield
Freeway
Miami ,
Florida

North-South
Freeway
(1-95)
Los Angeles,
California
Santa Monica
Freeway

Date
Initiated

December

1975

in
Miles

Number
of
Users

3.3W.B.

33 Buses
Peak Period ,

1.7E.B.

183 Carpools
Peak Hour

Length

1975

7.5
Miles

March
1976

12.5 MIies

December

August, 1976)

Redwood
Highway

December
1974

4Mlles

bypass lane or designates exclusive ramps
for their use . The concept is that the highoccupancy vehicles can avoid the delay
caused by the ramp metering and can enter
an uncongested freeway with minimum disruption . Priority entry can be installed and
operated at relatively moderate cost and can
provide a significant increase in the peoplemoving capacity of a freeway , without the
degree of enforcement and accident problems associated with reserved lanes.
Corridor Control- The objective of corridor control is to obtain an optimum balance
between traffic demand and capacity within
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334 Carpools
Peak Hour

170 Buses
And 4,592
Carpools
Daily

(Terminated

Marin County,

California

40 Buses
Peak Period,

96 Buses
And 475

Carpools
Peak Hour

Ti me
Savings

1.2MinW.B.

0.5 Min E.B.

Hours

of
Operation

6:30-9:30 am
3:30-6:30 pm

7-10 Min

6:30-10:00am
3:00-7:00 pm

4 Min E.B.
6.5 MlnW.B.

6:30-9:30 am
3:00-7:00 pm

3-6 Min

6:00-9:00 am
4:00-7:00 pm

a corridor. This is accomplished through the
coordin ation of various control and driver
informat ion systems to fac il itate t he t otal
movement of traffic on the freeway and adjacent urban arterial streets . The basic concept of th is type of control is to monitor all
routes in the corridor and divert traffic from
overloaded facilities to those with excess
capacity. Inherent in thi s t ype of system is
the requirement for t raffi c-responsive capabilities and the ability to implement operat ion al contro l strategies that will optimize
traffic flow with in the corridor. The facilities
needed for a corridor control system include
a detection system t o provide real-time in-

formation on how the routes in the corridor
are operating, control center equipment that
processes this information using a control
strategy, and a commun ication system that
presents the decisions of the control system
to the drivers .
Several corridor control projects are currently under development, w ith a notable
appli cat ion in Dallas, Texas. However, since
most are sti ll i n the research stage, corridor
control strategies have not advanced to th e
point that they can fully take into account
all of the variables of freeway and urban
street control. Freeway corr idor and arterial
network models developed for th is purpose
have been used on a l im ited basis to assess
various operational strategies .
Geometric Improvements

Another approach to the management of
recurring freeway problems is improving
freeway capacity at the bottleneck locations . A basic solution is to add lanes, either
by restriping the pavement and shoulder o r
by completely rebuilding t he ent ire cross section . The restriping is least costly, but it
requires some sacrifice in design standards .
In most instances, restriping is general ly regarded as a temporary solution with a commitment to provide improved geometr ics at
some later date.
The major disadvantage of either solution
is that provision of additional capacity may
attract more traffic and increase demand
to use the freeway, which results in demand
approach ing the new capacity. Therefore,
when geometric capacity improvements are
made, it is often desirable to implement
management techniques at the same time
to ensure that the benefits of th e geom etric
design can be fully realized.

A major problem sometimes encountered
in implementing geometric design improvements at bottleneck locations is the lack of
downstream capacity to absorb the increased volumes. Any improvement should
be part of a complete system or the
problem could move to another bottleneck
location downstream . For this reason, it is
important that geometric improvements be
planned on a systematic basis. Analysis and
implementation of improvements should
begin with the last bottleneck in the system
and work upstream from that point. This
avoids transferrin g the congestion problem
to a new location.
Experience in improving freeway capacity through the use of geometric improvements has been good . In Los Angeles, four
12-foot lanes and a 10-foot shoulder were
converted into five 11-foot lanes and a
3-foot shoulder; this resulted in an 18 percent capacity increase with no adverse
safety effects . Other projects have reported
similar results, and many agencies are now
adopting this technique as policy .

Work Rescheduling- The peak concentrations of work trips during the commuting
hours are an evident cause of congestion .
Thus, the main thrust of work rescheduling
is an attempt to reduce congestion by
spreading out the peak-i.e ., increasing the
total time during which commuting occurs,
decreasing the percentage of commuter
travel during the busiest period.
The two basic alternative forms of work
rescheduling are :
• Staggered hours, in which changes in
fixed schedules of starting and quitting
times are implemented either for all
employees or groups of employees
within an employment location.
• Flexi-time, in which employees are permitted freedom to adjust their own
working hours within certain limits .
Numerous cities have undertaken comprehensive variable work-hour programs. Experience has shown that, when coordinated
with the tran sit system, work rescheduling

has resulted in significant improvements in
transit system operating efficiency, even to
the point of increasing ridership . It has also
been demonstrated that while work rescheduling strategies are not likely to produce significant changes in vehicle-mil es of travel
they can produce improvements (3 to 6 percent) in freeway levels of service during peak
periods .
Ridesharing- In creased use of ridesharing has the potential for reducing total
vehicular travel on urban freeways. By increasing vehicle occupancy, ridesharing
reduces the number of vehi c les used for
commuting. Carpools are the most popular,
but use of vanpooling and subscription bus
service is increasing.
Ridesharing is most commonly used
where a long trip is involved and public
transit is either inconvenient or non-existent. It is most effective when both origins
and destinations are concentrated within

Management of Travel Demand
A third approach is to reduce peak-period
travel demand by plac ing greater emphasis
on the use of fewer vehicl es and encouragin g
off-peak use of th e fac ilities . Techniques
include work rescheduling, ridesharing,
park-and-ride, and t ransit service improvem ents.

Vanpooling, a form of ridesharing, is most commonly
used for long trips where public transit is either incon venient or non-existent. (San Francisco Regional Office - A lan M . Voorh ees & Assoc i ates . ) ►
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relatively small areas and arrival and departure times of the participants are similar .
While ridesharing programs can be carri ed
out as an isolated technique, experience has
shown that they are more effective in achieving widespread participation if they are conducted in conjunction with other programs
such as park-and-ride, priority control, and
parking management.
Ridesharing is particularly applicable to
large business and government organizations. Many of the more successfu I programs
have been developed by single, large employers who are located in relatively isolated
situations and draw their labor force from
residential commu nities some distance
away . The critical element in attracting riders seems to hinge on the type of service

A (Florida Department of Transportation.)
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offered . Users will be attracted to direct,
easily accessible, comfortable service that is
not significantly more expensive than competing modes .
Evaluations of ridesharing programs have
concentrated on the activities of individual
employers rather than on their impact on the
overall transportation system. Many employer programs have resulted in dramatic
increases in ridesharing among their employees . For example, the Tennessee Valley
Authority in Knoxville has:
• Increased carpool use from 30 percent
to 41 percent of employees
• Increased van pooling from O percent to
7 percent of employees
• Reduced " drive alone" commuters from
65 percent to 18 percent of employees.

Far less attention has been directed toward th e areawide potential of ridesharing
programs . However, the results of some of
the most successfu I comprehensive areawide programs have indicated that the estimates of impact of redu ced vehic le-miles of
travel are fairly low, especially when compared with the benefits of corridor traffic
control upgrading. Ridesharing programs
benefit from standardized work-hour patterns; thus ridesharing and work scheduling
programs implemented together may create
confl icts and work at cross purposes.
Park-and-Ride Facilities - Provision of
park-and-ride facilities to encourage transit
and ridesharing is another techn ique used to
increase the efficiency of a freeway corridor .

& Located atstrategicpoints with easy access to the freeway, park-and-ride facilities can encourage transit use and
ridesharing participation by serving as convenient collection points. (California Department of Transportation .)

Public transportation can become more competitive
with the private auto when express transit services are
provided along the freeways. (California Department
of Tran spo rtatio n . ) ►

Park-and-ride lots located at strategic points
along a freeway corridor can serve as convenient collection points where users are subsequent ly shuttled to their destination by express bus or some other form of ridesharing.
Park-and-ride service is becoming increasingly common in the United States, particularly in urban freeway corridors . Los Angeles
has developed a park-and-ride program that
consists of 16 such facilities along the extensive freeway system . Most of the lots are
shared-use facilities (i.e., drive-in theaters,
shopping centers, etc.). A recent survey
showed that 50 percent of the users of these
park-and-ride facilities shifted from driving
alone to riding the bus . Similar results are
being reported in other major urban areas .
The advantages of park-and-ride facilities
are that they shift the parking from dense
activity centers to outlying areas and , when
coupled with good service that normally
includes other incentives such as priority
measures, they can result in considerable
commuter time savings. This makes parkand-ride an unusually attractive alternative
to private auto travel .
Transit Service Improvements - Maxi mizing the use of bus transit is another t echnique to achieve more efficient flow along an
urban freeway corridor . Its aim is to make
transit more competitive with the private
auto. Express transit services are provided
along freeways ; services are available at
both ends of the commuter route by extended-area transit service in residential areas

and circulation systems in the high-activity
centers. Complementary measures such as
park-and-ride facilities , reduced fares, and
reserved lanes also provide additional incentives to transit use.
The effectiveness of transit service improvements in reducin g peak-period congestion on freeways is dependent on the ability
to provide improved traffic f low along the
freeway and, in turn, on the number of peakperiod drivers that can be diverted to the
transit system .
The most recent experience with a
program of thi s type was the Santa Monica
Freeway Diamond Lane Project. Transit service in the corridor improved significantly
with four new express routes that more than
doubled the number of CBD workers living
within walking distance of the service. In
response to both the reserved lane and t he
significant increase in transit routes and
service frequency, daily bus ridership in the

corridor more than tripled , increasing from
1, 171 riders per day to 3,793 riders per day.
Survey results indicated that 96 percent of
the trips were to and from work; of those
interviewed, 39 percent previously drove
alone in making the trip, 8 .5 percent
carpooled , 36 percent rode the bus, and
16.5 percent did not previously make the
trip . It was estimated that at least 700
former drivers switched to riding the bus
following the project' s implementation .

MANAGEMENT OF NON-RECURRING
PROBLEMS
Non-recurring problems are somewhat
moredifficultto manage . Their locations and
times are not predictable, and the impact of
their occurrence can be either significant, as
in the case of a major lane-blocking incident,
or somewhat insi gnificant, such as a disabled
vehicle on the shou lder. Delay-causing inci23

dents are a main concern since they are the
most disruptive to traffic flow. Remedial
countermeasures can be effectively used in
these instances .
In the case of the delay-causing incidents
where reduced capacity is encountered, the
major requirement is to eliminate or prevent the cause, manage the demand that is
approaching the incident, and restore the
freeway to its normal service volume as
quickly as possible. Thus, management of
these problems requires a fairly extensive
system of surveillance, services, and information .
The surveillance function is required to
detect and evaluate the nature of the problem and determine the appropriate action to
be taken. The services function provides the
response in terms of incident removal or motorist aid and includes the resources needed
to restore normal conditions . The information system provides the motorists information that will enable them to select and follow the best course of action (i.e., slow
down, divert, etc.)
Surveillance Concepts

Various surveillance concepts are used for
incident detection . Some systems convey
information concerning the type of response
required to remedy the problem that has
been detected . In most cases , however, the
detection process is an independent function, and some form of follow-up is required
to ascertain the nature and extent of the incident and the type of response required . The
most common surveillance concepts are :
Closed circuit television is part of the extensi ve system o f survei llance, services, and information needed
t o manage no n-recurring problems. (Minnesota Depart m ent o f Tran sportati on . ) ►
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Detector-based surveillance
Closed-circuit television
Aerial surveillance
Motorist call systems
Citizens-band radio
Police and service patrols

Detector-Based Surveillance - Incident
detection by electronic surveillance is realtime monitoring of traffic data through use
of detectors installed at critical locations
along the freeway. When a delay-causing incident occurs, the capacity of the freeway is
reduced at the point of occurrence. If it is reduced to some figure less than the existing
demand, the traffic flow upstream of the in-

-

cident will be affected. If the changes in traffic flow are greater than some predetermined
value, occurrence of an incident is indicated. In this manner, incidents are detected by
logically evaluating the variations in flow
characteristics .
In the Los Angeles Freeway Survei Ilance
and Control Project, changes in the percentage of time that a vehicle is present between
adjacent detectors (lane occupancy) are
used to sense congestion and indicate that
an incident has occurred . A computer calculates the difference in occupancy between adjacent detector stations (in this case,
spaced at ½-mile intervals) . At the end of
each sampling period and when the relative

E. JCT. X -TOWN <16>
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percent change between the present occupancy and that of the preced ing sample for
the downstream detector exceeds a certain
value, an alert is signaled automatically by
the computer. Additional information on
traffic conditions immediately upstream of
the in c ident is th en obtained, and judgment
decisions are made as to what response is
needed.
The main advantage of detector-based
surveillance is that it provides a continuous
network-wide monitorin g capability at a relatively low operatin g cost . It ca n also be
used for many other tasks suc h as est abli shing met erin g rates for traff ic-respons ive
ramp m eterin g systems . Its main disadvan-

tage is t hat the nature of the inc ident cannot
be readi ly identified and som e follow-up
surveillance is often required to determine
what response is needed .
Closed-Circuit Television - Incident detection by c losed-c ircuit television is performed using operators in a central control
room w ho monitor traffic conditio ns at those
locations where cameras were pl aced. When
an incident occurs , the operator determines
the nature of the inc ident and th e type of response likely to be required . In general appli catio n, closed-circ uit television is limited
to those location s where delay-causing incidents are a chroni c problem and fast re-

sponse is essential. In t his use, t he tel evi sion
normally serves as a follow-up to elect ronic
su rveillan ce where incidents are detected
autom atically and an alarm is used to alert
the operators.
Th e m ajor advantage of closed-circuit television is t hat it provides a full vi ew of a section of freeway. The major disadvantages are:
• It is expensive to install and maintain .
However, recent technological developments may alleviate this problem.
• It is oft en difficult and expen sive to obtain good monitor pictures under condit io ns of adverse weather, darkness and
bright sunlight. However, new technology has resulted in provision of much
better pi ctures under suc h conditions.
• Monitoring of the TV screen is a ted ious
task . Without an automatic alarm in a
detector-based survei ll ance system, operators t end to lose interest and consequently fa il to notice incidents immed iately.
• Continuous monitoring of TV screens
by q ualified operators is expensive .
The value of c losed-ci rcu it television is
primari ly to confirm and provide i nformation about the nature of inc idents and other
factors causing congestion in areas of known
hi gh frequency of re curring inc idents . It has
shown to be very useful in this regard, and
there is a genera l concensus that television
su rveill ance is a necessary element of an urban freeway surveillance system , especially
if it is used on aselecti ve-not systemwide basis. In many freeway managem ent systems, telev ision is essen tial if the surveillance system is to attain cred ibility with po◄ A prerequisite for effective corridor control is a network-wide continuous monitoring capability. A relatively low cost example is electronic surveillance.
(New Jersey Turnpike Authority.)
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Motorist call boxes were one o f the earliest incident
de tection systems used on freewa ys. The y are an effec tive system for signaling a motorist's service need .
(Tran sportation Research Board .) ►

lice and others charged with responding to
surveillance alarms .
Aerial Surveillance - This type of surveillance is primarily used by police and
commercial radio stations to get a general
overview of traffic in a particular area or
corridor . Through use of light planes or
helicopters, they observe where the bottlenecks are occurring and determine whether
they have been caused by incidents. Advi sories of this information are then broadcast to motorists and assistance is dispatched to the scene of the incident. Due to the
expense of this type of surveillance, a wide
geographical area usually must be covered;
consequently, there often is considerable
time delay in identification and removal of
incidents .
In general , it has never been conclusively
demonstrated that aerial surveillance is a
cost-effective technique for incident detection . The equipment and the labor requirements of the system are expensive and its
effectiveness is sometimes limited by
weather conditions .
Motorist Call Systems - One of the earliest incident detection systems used motorist call boxes or emergency telephones .
Motorists experiencing, or witnessing, an
incident used the nearest call box or
telephone to inform the operating agency
of the nature of the incident. Telephones
are generally preferred because voice communication gives the motorist an opportunity to explain exactly what services are required . However, the call box with coded
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message buttons is less costly than a telephone requiring voice transmission.
The major advantage of a motorist call
system is that it is an efficient system for
signaling a motorist's need for service. A
major disadvantage is the delay associated
with the motorist's determining that an
incident has occurred, determining that the
proper action involves using the call box,
locating the nearest cal I box, and then proceeding safely to the call box to inform the
operating agency . This delay can be quite
significant. Another major disadvantage is
the large number of " gone-on-arrival" calls
that are generated (i.e., the motorist remedies his problem through some other means
and when the servicing agency arrives the
disabled vehicle is no longer there).
Citizen-Band Radio - Another way freeway incidents can be detected is through
use of citizen-band radio . Drivers of vehicles equipped with a CB radio report ob-

served incidents to a central monitoring
center which in turn transmits the information to the appropriate agency for dispatch
of the required assistance . The key elements
of this system are motorists who are knowledgeable about the system and are willing
to report the incidents they observe. Because of this volunteer aspect, the detection
capability of the system is always a function
of the number of motorists on the freeway
who have the necessary CB equipment and
are willing to provide their cooperation.
With the growing number of CB-equipped
vehicles, this type of system has considerable potential; it has been working well in
Detroit.
Police and Service Patrols - Various
patrol systems have been used on urban
freeways to provide incident detection . The
most common is the use of police patrols
that circulate in the traffic stream and have
as their primary objective the identification

◄

An effective incident management program must
include service facilities which allow for rapid removal
of the in cident from the freeway. (Florida Department
of Transportation .)

of incidents, determination of the nature
and extent of the incident, and dispatch of
the type of response needed . The major advantage of pol ice patrols is that detection
and dispatch of response is one function.
The major disadvantage is the large number
of patrols required to effectively cover a freeway system and the high costs involved; in
many instances, police involvement is not
necessary.
Another system used to provide incident
detection is the service patrol. This system
involves the use of light-duty service vehicles and, similar to the police patrols, provides for detection of incidents. It also provides minor services such as fuel, oil , water,
and minor mechanical repairs. As with the
police patrols, this system is very expensive
because of the large number of patrols required.
Since surveillance techniques are comp le-

mentary, most operational systems utilize
more than one concept to achieve a cost-effective surveillance and control system .
Incident Servicing

Once an incident is detected, the key to
minimizing non-recurrent congestion is the
speed with which the incident is removed.
The longer the duration of response, the
more severe the resulting congestion and
delay for a given level of demand.
Consequently, an effective incident management program must include service
facilities which , upon location of an
incident, allow for rapid removal of that incident completely off the freeway and out
of sight of traffic in both directions.
One important consideration is the
operational procedures used by enforcement, operating, and maintenance person-

nel in servicing an incident. Experience has
shown that much of the congestion caused
by an incident can be alleviated if operational procedures provides for the removal
of disabled vehicles to a location off the
freeway as rapidly as possible. Such a program involving accident investigation has
been implemented with significant benefits
on a 6-mile section of the Gulf Freeway in
Houston.
Another important consideration in an
incident-management system is the cooperation of the agencies responsible for
providing the needed response . Normally,
more than one department or agency is involved and, because the priorities within
each agency are often different, it is sometimes difficult to achieve full cooperation
of all the parties involved. Matters involving multiple jurisdictions can also complicate the management process. To overcome these differences it is sometimes
necessary to create an incident-management team composed of representatives of
the major agencies and / or governmental
entities. Responsibility for initiating and
coordinating all incident-management activities is given to this team ; working
together, they effectively formulate and
implement strategies for response to freeway incidents .
Three operational incident-management
systems that have been effective are the Chicago Area Emergency Traffic Patrol , the Los
Angeles Area Freeway Surveillance and Control Project, and the traffic-management
system for the Holland and Lincoln Tunnels
in New York .
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The Chicago system consists of a special
radio-equipped fleet of trucks continuously
on patrol to promote freeway safety and
maintain good traffic flow . They provide
mobile surveillance of 135 miles of the
Chicago area freeway system, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. The patrol vehicles are
equipped and the drivers are trained to
handle almost any emergency incident
likely to occur, including accidents and disabled vehicles. The Illinois DOT Communications Center, serving as the coordination
unit for the patrol, handles all incoming reports of incidents and directs the nearest
available patrol unit to the scene. The Communications Center maintains direct contact with the Chicago police, the State
police, the Chicago fire department, the Expressway Surveillance Project, the Chicago
Traffic Engineering Center, the Illinois Tollway Commission, and local radio stations
operating traffic aerial survei Ilance or
traffic hotlines. An important aspect of this
system is the information generated by the
electronic surveillance network operated by
the Expressway Surveillance Project. The
network detects problems that disrupt traffic flow, identifies troubled expressway sections, and then notifies the Communications Center. The patrol is then directed to
the problem site to expedite removal of the
flow-reducing inc ident.
The Los Angeles incident-servicing sys-
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tern features an incident-management team
in which the disciplines of police,
maintenan ce, and traffic engineering are
represented. A three-man team is stationed
in a control center where it has access to
incident detection information and to the
communications facilities necessary for dispatching the services required for rapid
incident removal. The key element of this
system is the freeway electronic surveillance system. Once an incident is detected
by the system , a tow truck and a helicopter
equipped with closed-circuit TV are dispatched to the scene to confirm the occurrence of the incident and determine its
nature and extent. With this information,
the incident-management team identifies
needs and implements necessary responses .
This system has been effective in that it
has reduced the delay caused by incidents
by more than 50 percent. However, the system is expensive and it appears that some
components (such as the helicopter with
the closed-ci rcuit TV) may not be costeffective .
The major elements of the incidentmanagement system in the New York
tunnels include:
• An automatic surveillan ce and control
system with vehicle detectors, minicomputers, alarms indicating when and
where a stoppage has occurred, and
changeable-message signs at each tun-

nel entrance to meter traffic (" Pause
Here Then Go" ) when necessary to prevent congestion in the tunnels .
• Closed-circuit television and monitor
screens at the police desk to enable an
evaluation of the stoppage alarms.
• Two-way radio commu nication among
all police assigned to tunnel operations.
• Monorail catwa lk cars to allow rapid
poli ce movement in the tunnels .
• Rescue tractors capable of coping with
all emergencies and removing obstructions rapidly.
Intensive surveillance is provided 24
hours a day, 7 days a week . When traffic
flow, measured by the electronic surveillance, deteriorates to a point that it meets
predetermined criteria, a stoppage alarm is
signaled. This alarm continues until the
police acknowledge it or the computer
determines normal traffic flow has resumed . Through use of the closed-circuit
TV, the police determine the probable cause
of the alarm and assure that the necessary
responses are implemented .
A most important element of the system
is its high reliability combined with low
operating cost. The surveillance system
operates unattended, and TV monitoring is
required only when an alarm is sounded.
This system has contributed significantly to
increasing the transportation service provided by the tunnels.

Implementation
Considerations
or many highway administrators,
the technology of freeway traffic
management is somewhat of a
mystery . Terms such as incident
control algorithms, multiprogrammed systems, multiplexing, digital transmission systems, and other highly specialized technical
terms can be extremely confusing to those
who are not technical specialists in freeway
operations . Well-m_eaning researchers have
contributed to this confusion by failing to
distinguish clearly between day-to-day operational systems and research facilities
such as the National Proving Ground in
Detroit. Consequently, it is widely perceived
that a freeway management system entai Is a
multimillion dollar expenditure w ith elaborate computer facilities, expensive data collection systems, and a continuing monetary
commitment of unknown magnitude. In
reality, this is not true .
The controls on a freeway are similar to
those used on a standard urban arterial. As
an example, each intersection on a major
urban arterial is signalized only as it becomes necessary .
The traffic engineer

F

◄ Surveillance camera. (The Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey.)

installs the equipment needed for the control-detectors , signal displays , and controllers-and then monitors the intersection's operation after the system is working . Eventually, as more intersections are
signalized, the system may become more
complex with some form of central
monitoring or control. Even then, the requirements are not altered significantly .
Freeway management systems can evolve
in the same way-entrance ramp by entrance ramp . Eventually, a series of entrance
ramps can be regulated by some higher
order of control, as in the case of a network
of signalized intersections . However, the
components employed in the control of the
individual entrance ramps are the same
as those needed for control of the entire
freeway . Thus, freeway traffic control can
consist of a very sophisticated system with
centralized traffic-responsive control or
it can be as simple as the installation of
a few pretimed ramp metering controls.
The type of system used will depend on
the problems to be solved and the avai Iable resources .
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One method of detecting the location of non-recurring problems is through a closed-circuit television
system. (Minnesota Department of Transportation.) ►

ANALYSIS OF SOLUTIONS
The basic procedures used for identifying
so lutions to freeway operational problems
include:
• Establishing freeway management
goa ls
• Locating and evaluatin g the problem(s)
• Defining alternative solutions
• Selecting the best solution
Establishing Goals

The first step in the analysis of potential
solutions to freeway problems is to
establish goals. Typical goals might include
the following:
• Reduce recurring freeway congestion
• Minimize the effect of non-recurring
problems
• Maximize safety of operation
• Provide facility users with information
that will aid them in the efficient utilization of freeway facilities
• Provide aid to those who have
encountered problems on the freeway
(i.e., accidents, breakdowns, etc .)
These goals will help define the types of
improvements that should be considered
and lead to a statement of objectives from
which measures of effectiveness can be
derived.
Locating and Evaluating the Problem(s)

The next step in the analysis process is to
define the problem areas. In the case of recurring congestion, the methods of locating
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bottlenecks are fairly straightforward. They
in clude :
• Ground observation of traffic conditions by inspection and quantification
using a range of direct and remote survey techniques
• Aerial surveillance of the system
• Complaints from the user
This provides for identification of the
major bottlenecks and isolation of locations
at which detailed studies of traffic characteristics shou ld be made.
Once the recurring problems or bottleneck locations have been located, the mag-

nitude of the problem must be determined .
This will provide a definition of the detailed
characteristics of the bottlenecks, an estimate of traffic demands, and an estimate of
delay in quantitative terms. Detection of the
location of non-recurring problems is a more
difficult task, and the choice of methods by
which the non-recurring prob lems are identified depends on the goals regarding incident management. If comp lete and instantaneous knowledge of the situation is required, a very sophisticated system will be
needed (such as an automatic detection system or a closed-circuit television system).

On the other hand, if the goal is merely to
provide aid to those who encounter problems on the freeway, some method of communicating with the stranded driver is adequate. The more difficult aspect in dealing
with non-recurring problems, however, is
determining the frequency of their occurrence, the reduction in capacity caused by
the various types of incidents, and the effect
that incidents have on the overall accident
rate.
The most common measures of traffic
characteristics used for determining the magnitude of freeway operational problems are:
• Traffic volume Traffic volume is
defined as the rate of flow measured at
a point and expressed in terms of
vehicles per unit of time (i.e ., vehicles
per hour). Traffic volume is the most
basic traffic parameter but it has one
major disadvantage in that it cannot be
used exclusively for describing operations since low volumes can indicate
both free-flow conditions and congested operation .
• Speed and travel time - Speed is a
highly descriptive traffic flow variable
and is used not only to locate problem
areas but also to provide input for developing other measures of traffic flow,
such as density. Travel time, the inverse
equivalent of speed, is used to quantify
the amount of delay experienced in a
system. The difference between the
normal travel time and the congested
travel time is the delay attributable to
bottlenecks in the system .
• Density - Density as a traffic variable
is the number of vehicles within a
section or length of roadway and is
generally expressed in vehicles per
mile . It is a good indicator of system

performance and can also be used to
pinpoint bottleneck locations.
• Lane occupancy - This traffic measurement (expressed as a percentage) is
the percent time that vehicles are
present in a detection zone to the
sampling time. It is a function of the
volume of vehicles and the speed of
vehicles passing through the detection
area. It is considered to be a good
measure of freeway performance .
• Capacity - Capacity is the maximum
volume that a particular roadway can
accommodate under prevailing roadway conditions. It is primarily dependent on the physical features of the
roadway and the characteristics of the
vehicles and drivers that make up the
traffi c stream.
When collecting freeway operations
data, it is important to know the operating
conditions throughout the peak period .

This is particularly important since the
delay during the peak period is generally
quite variable. It is also important to know
the manner in which congestion builds up.
This buildup forms the basis for estimating
traffic demand, which is an estimate of the
number of vehicles attempting to pass a
point compared to the number that actually
do.
Techniques for collecting traffic characteristic data have been well developed; the
methodology is dependent on the types of
data needed. Table 3 summarizes different
methods of measurement and lists the
measure each method is capable of
determining. Some of the more commonly
used methods are:
• Manual counting - This is perhaps
one of the most commonly used
methods for gathering freeway operational data to locate problem areas.
Data that can be effectively recorded

Table 3. Methods of Measuring Freeway Traffic Characteristics
Measure
Method

Manual Counts
Automatic Detectors

Moving Vehicles
Aerial Photography
Time-Lapse Photography
Closed-Circuit TV
Input-Output Studies
Origin-Destinat ion Stud ies

Volume

Capacity

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
••
•

Speed
&
Travel
Time

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Density
&
Occupancy

•
•
•
•
•

Speed
Changes

Headways

•
•
••
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Gap
Acceptance

•
•
•

Queues

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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by manual counting include volumes,
vehicle occupancies, headways, capacity, and queues. Manual counting is
simple to perform and does not require
sophisticated equipment. Its major
disadvantage is that many man-hours
are required to cover a large system.
Consequently, manual counting can
become very expensive.
• Automatic detection - This is another
common technique for collecting
freeway operational data. While portable or permanently installed detectors may be used, the most common
are the portable detectors consisting of
a sensor (road tube or tape switch) and
a recorder system. The principal use of

automatic detectors is the measurement of traffic volume, but suitable
adaptation of the detector can be
made to co llect other traffic characteristics such as speed, density,
headways, and queues . With automatic detection, data can be collected
efficiently and economically at a large
number of sites and over a long period
of time.
• Floating-car speed surveys - This is an
effective method of determining the
magnitude of freeway operat ional
problems. Vehicles are driven along a
route and the drivers are instructed to
maintain a speed comparable to other
vehicles along the freeway. A record-

ing device records a continuous profile
of each vehicle's speed along with
distance and location references . From
these data, speed contours can be
developed which indicate locations at
which congestion is occurring, duration of congestion at any point, and
extent of total freeway congestion at
any point in time.
• Aerial photography - This is an effective means of obtaining a record of
systemwide freeway traffic operation.
It involves flying over a section of freeway during periods of congestion and
taking overlapping time-lapse photographs. Vehicular speeds, headways,
and densities are calculated from
measurement of ground displacement
of vehicles from one photograph to
another. The information can then be
plotted in the form of density
contours to indicate the source, duration, and extent of congestion along the
freeway section.
Other techniques that are useful for
obtaining freeway traffic operational data
include: time-lapse photography or closedcircu it television for studies limited to a
sma ll geograph ical area such as a freeway
ramp or a critical bottleneck area;
origin-destination surveys to obtain the
ttavel patterns of vehicles using a section of
a freeway; input-output studies to obtain a
more definitive description of traffic flow
within a section of freeway; and accident
studies either at spot locations or along a
section of freeway to establish performance
measures.
◄ Factual studies (surveys) provide data on origin,
destination, and traffic characteristics needed to determine the magnitude of freeway operational prob-

lems . (Mark Herndon for Alan M. Voorhees & Asso .)
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Defining Alternative Solutions
Once a detailed definition of the problem
or problems to be solved is determined, the
next logical steps are to establish specific
objectives for the traffic control system and
select specific actions that will achieve the
stated objectives. Since each possible action
wi 11 have a different impact on traffic performance, it is necessary to identify a
combination of actions that when implemented as a group will make up a total
system.
For example,
one
freeway
management project (the l-35W project in
Minneapolis) established the following
objectives for their system :
• Improve the freeway corridor level of
service
• Increase the transit modal split in the
corridor
• Improve the reliability of the freeway
operation
• Improve the transit system performance in the corridor

• Obtain user acceptance of the freeway
control system
• Obtain a positive environmental
impact
• Implement the freeway management
system in a cost-effective manner
To accomplish these objectives, a system
of five functional elements was implemented, including:
• A real-time freeway survei !lance, command, and control system
• A freeway ramp metering system
• Extensive express bus service in the
corridor
• Priority access to the freeway via
express or priority ramps
• Provision of certain amenities (such as
park-ride facilities , bus shelters, signs)
in the corridor
Warrants / Guidelines - Guidance for the
selection of alternative systems can be
obtained from the past experience with
freeway management and control systems.

• Improving transit system performance is one of the many actions which can be
taken to improve the level of service in a corridor. This system, pictured above, is

Sufficient information is not available to
permit development of all-inclusive numerical warrants applicable to a wide range of
conditions . Some general guidelines for
various control techniques follow .
Ramp metering should be used at those
locations where control of entering traffic is
needed to allow the freeway to operate at a
high level of service. Installation of ramp
metering may be warranted when the
following conditions are satisfied:
• The expected delay to freeway traffic
exceeds the expected delay to potential ramp users.
• There is adequate storage space for the
ramp vehicles that will be delayed .
• There are su itable alternate surface
routes available to accommodate the
traffic that may be diverted from the
freeway .
• The total volume of traffic on the righthand lane of the freeway mainline and
the entrance ramp does not exceed approxi mately 1,800 vehicles per hour.

part of a combination rail/ bus transit system in the Washington, D. C. Metropolitan
area. (Mark Herndon for Alan M . Voorhees & Associates .)
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• There is recurring congestion on the
freeway due to traffic demand in
excess of capacity or there is recurring
congestion or a severe accident hazard
at the freeway entrance ramp due to
inadequate design at the ramp merging
area .
Ramp metering may also be warranted to
reduce sporadic congestion on isolated
sections of the freeway caused by peaktraffic loads from special events or from
severe peak loads due to recreational
traffic.
Ramp c losure may be justified alone or in
conjunction with ramp metering when:
• There is a heavy entrance ramp movement that cannot be adequately stored
behind the ramp signals during some
portion of the ramp control operations .
• The m ainline bottleneck condition is
such that ramp metering at the
minimum practical rate ( ~ 180 to 200
vph) is too high.
• A comb ination of mainline traffic
volumes together with an inadequate
entrance ramp design makes it difficult
for the on-ramp traffic to enter safe ly
during a portion or al I of the peak
period .
• Entrance ramp volumes induce considerable lane changing and weave
prob lems that significantly impair the
capacity of the freeway.
Ramp c losure can be used for a short period in conju ction with ramp metering or it
can be used a lone for the entire peak peri od.
M erge control is warranted at those
Ramp metering is an effective means of control at locations where the control of entering traffic is needed
to enable the freeway to maintain a high level of service . (Texas Transportation In s titute. ) ►
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ramps where turbulence is generated by
vehicles entering the main stream of traffic.
Factors to be considered with merge control
include:
• Merge control operates effectively
with ramp volumes of less than
approximately 500 vph. Above this
volume, the platooning on the ramps
becomes excessive and some form of
ramp metering is generally required .
• Merge contro l is most effective at the
lower ramp volumes in the range of 200
to 300 vph .
• When merge control is used, the
volume on the freeway lane adjacent
to the ramp should not exceed a value
such that the volume in this lane plus
the ramp volume exceeds 1,800
vehicles per hour.

• Merge control is generally more
appli cable at those locations where the
length of the acceleration lanes is 300
feet or less. With longer acceleration
lanes, ramp meterin g is generally the
preferred control .
Thus, the analysis of solutions for
freeway management problems follows a
very logical approach-problem definition,
establishment of objectives, and selection
of system components to achieve the
objectives.
Benefits and Costs of Alternative Solutions

It is likely that a number of solutions m ight
result from consideration of the available
alternatives . The selection of the solution
t hat is best suited for a given operational

Though freeway management projects bring varied
results in differing situations, priority lanes for buses
and high-occupancy vehicles ha ve continually been
the most cost-effective. (California Department of
Transportation .) ►

problem requires further analysis to develop
an understanding of the benefits and costs
associated with eac h alternative .
Benefits
The benefits achieved
through freeway controls have been
analyzed in many freeway management
projects. Because of the variations in the
magnitude of the problems encountered
and cost of the controls that were
implemented, the results vary considerably.
This is understandable because a freeway
that experiences extended congestion (i.e.,
two hours or more) would derive considerably more benefits than one congested
for a shorter time . However, the costs of the
controls could be the same. Similarly, the
benefits for certain types of control systems
(i .e., pretimed ramp control versus trafficresponsive traffic control) may be comparable but the costs of one may be much less
than for another. Therefore, to compare
benefits for different control system designs
and for different locations can oftentimes be
misleading .
Studies of benefits on the major freeway
management projects have shown that
efficiency of the freeways is improved,
average speeds are increased, accident
rates are reduced, and total travel times in
the freeway system are reduced.
• In Dallas, it was estimated that the
benefits of a freeway control system on
the North Central Expressway for a
two-hour p.m . peak period were a
decrease of 477 vehicle-hours of delay
(a 30 percent decrease in travel time),

an increase of 23 percent in average
speeds, and an 18 percent decrease in
accidents.
• In Chicago, an analysis of operations
covering a 4-year period demonstrated
a significant change in the congestion
patterns, reducing delays 19 to 29
percent . The four years of experience
with the ramp metering system also
indi cated a 35 percent reduction in
accidents related to freeway entrance
ramps.
• In Minneapolis, the l-35W corridor
control project significantly improved
the general level of service for traffic in the corridor. Peak-period average
speeds were increased from 44 mph
to 50 mph northbound in the a.m .
and from 36 mph to 46 mph southbound in the p.m . It is estimated
that the control system is resu lting
in a daily peak-period savings of approximately 1,400 passenger-hours .
In addition, safety was improved with

a 58 percent reduct io n in a. m. peakperiod accidents and an 18 percent
reduction in p.m. peak-period accidents.
• In New York, the Northern Long Island
Corridor feasi bi Iity study estimated
that the recommended system would
result in annual benefits comprising
2,850,000 hours of vehicle delay
savi ngs, 2,736,000 gallons of fuel
savings, 6,000,000 pounds reduction in
pollutants, and 200 fewer acc idents .
• In Houston, a ramp metering system
on a six-mile section of the Gulf
Freeway provided an increase of
average speed during the peak a.m.
period from 20 mph to 33 mph, a 27
percent reduction in accidents, and a
25 percent decrease in total travel
time.
Thus, numerous examples of improved
traffic flow and / or accident reduct ion have
resulted from freeway management projects. However, when it comes to relating
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◄ A freeway entrance ramp exclusi vely for buses and
ca rpools. This t ype of managem ent techn ique reduces total perso n delay i n the syst em an d helps i ncrease corridor efficiency. (Minnesota Depart ment of
Tran sportation.)

overall improvements to overall costs, there
are complexities which make precise
answers difficult, if not impossible. When
comparing benefits and costs, it should be
remembered that the benefits are not
always instantaneous. Often, the payoff
may be years ahead so that it is d ifficu It to
relate the benefits to costs at the time of
improvement. Also, many of the improvement benefits may be hidden in the sense
that they correct problems before they
become apparent to anyone .

Costs - A major problem the highway
administrator faces in operating a freeway
system is that of allocating a limited budget
among the many competing needs. With
the recent inflationary trends, coupled with
a corresponding drop in revenues, he must
strive to achieve an operating system that
will provide the greatest benefits at minimum cost . For this reason, the capital and
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operating costs of freeway management
systems are sensitive issues in most
operating agencies .
As with the case of benefits, general izations of costs for freeway management
systems are extremely diffi cult to develop.
This is due primarily to the variabilities
related to planning, construction, implementation, and operation of systems in
widely scattered locations. For example, in
some systems the basic planning and
system justification is highly formalized
and the design and implementation are let
to bid to private contractors as a complete
system. Under these arrangements, costs
are well documented. In other instances, a
staging process is used whereby the system
is developed by in-house staff, over an
extended period of time. In this process,
costs are more difficult to define. The variability in labor and installation costs as well
as the variability in salaries of professional,

administrative, and techni cal support staff
are also factors that tend to obscure the
costs of various elements of freeway
management systems . There are, however,
some general f igures t hat have been
developed for certain system costs . They
are:
• Ramp control systems - The simplest
form of ramp control is pretimed ramp
m etering. The equipment consists o f a
traffic signal , local controll er, and th e
ancillary faciliti es such as signs and
pavement markings. The most basic
configuration
costs
approximately
$2,500 per ramp .
The other type of ramp control
system is the locally actuated traffi cresponsive system . Thi s is somewhat
more sophisticated than the pretimed
control as it normally uses a microprocessor-based cont roller with input
from both main line and ramp detectors . The costs are approximately $5,500
per ramp, or about double those of the
pretimed system . The increased costs
are mainly due to the cost of the microprocessor contra Iler.
The centralized interconnected ramp
control system represents the highest
degree of sophistication in ramp control. It offers the full flexibility of normal control as well as incident-related
control. Because there are wide variations in the configuration of centrally
based control systems and because the
number of ramps has an important bearing on total costs per ramp (i.e. , com-

puter control costs do not go up proportionally with the number of ramps added to the system) it is difficult to develop a specific per-ramp cost for this
type of system. However, some representative costs for a large-scale system
capable of controlling up to 50 ramps
are$150,000 for the central control system and approximately $5,500 for the
items required at each ramp.
The annualized capital costs for
ramp control systems range from about
$350 per ramp for a pretimed system to
about $4,000 per ramp for a centrally
controlled interconnected system.
• Busways - Costs for busways range
from $1 million to $5 million per mile
and are generally governed by construction type and level of service
desired. Busways using existing rightsof-way generally fall in the $1 millionper-mile range, whereas busways requiring elevated construction or addi-

.1,

tional right-of-way average $3 to $5 million per mile.
• Reserved lanes - The costs of implementing reserved lanes are generally
minimal , but the maintenance and
operational costs tend to be significant. Cost for the 2.5-mile reversiblelane operation on 1-495 in the Lincoln
Tunnel (New York) was approximately
$700,000, of which $134,000 was for
construction and the balance for traffic
controls . Annual maintenance and
operational costs are approximately
$200,000, or $80,000 per mile . Costs for
implementing the 2.0-mile Long Island
Expressway contraflow bus lane were
$25,000 per mile and the annual
maintenance and operational costs are
about$75,000 per mile. Costs for implementing the bus and carpool bypass
lanes on the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge were approximately $60,000 per
mile and the maintenance and opera-
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tional costs are approximately $150,000
per mile, annually.
• Incident management - The costs of
incident management systems are also
quite variable depending on the specific requirements of the system , the
type of system used, geographical
locale, and procedures used . The
emergency traffic patrol in Chicago,
which covers 192 miles of the
Chicago area freeway system, has an
annual cost of approximately $1.5
million or approximately $7,800 per
mile. Freeway courtesy patrols in
Houston, which provide emergency vehicle service on 64 miles of freeways ,
have an annual cost of approximately
$230,000, or $3,600 per mile .
Experience has shown that the annual
maintenance and operating costs of
freeway management systems are also quite
variable, depending on the size of the
system under control. In Chicago, the
annual operating expenditures for the
overall freeway surveillance and control
systems average approximately 15 percent
of the capital investment costs. In Minneapolis, the total system operating costs are
$235 ,000 annually, or about 14 percent of
the capital investment costs . Similar costs
are being experienced in Los Angeles, and it
has been projected that the total annual
maintenance and operation costs for the
Integrated Motorist Information System
(IMIS) in the Northern Long Island Corridor
wi II be approximately 5 to 6 percent of the
estimated capital costs. All of these costs
(the implementation as well as the annual
◄ Variable-message signs can be used to warn motorists ofongoing maintenance, repair, and/ or construction work ahead. (Minnesota Department of Trans-

portation.)
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maintenance and operating costs) must be
viewed with some degree of caution
inasmuch as they do not take into consideration the impact of continuing
inflation.

HARDWARE AND EQUIPMENT NEEDS
In implementing freeway management
control systems, decisions must be made
with regard to the type of hardware needed .
For the simpler systems (i.e., isolated ramp
controls) the hardware components are
generally limited to the equipment needed
for the control of traffic at a specific
location. However, for system wide surveillance and control systems, the hardware
components generally consist of detectors,
information and control displays in the
field, communications links to and from a
control center, and computer and display
equipment in the control center.

Detection
All freeway control systems require some
form of data base. These data may be acquired either manually or through automatic
detection. The most common means is the
use of automatic detection, which senses
individual vehicles in the system. These detectors have been used for freeways -ultrasonic, magnetometer, and inductive loop.
Of these, the inductive loop detector is considered the best type currently available for
freeway control applications.
◄ This detector is an exa mple of those used for simpler control techniques, such as isolated ramp control . (A lan M . Voorhees & Associates .)
The inductive loop detector helps gather information,
from which a data base is formed, for freeway control
applications. (Alan M . Voorhees & Associates .) ►
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The induct ive loop detector operates with
loops of wire imbedded in the pavement. As
a vehicle passes over the loops, a phase
change is induced in the electrical current.
When the ci rcuitry senses these changes, it
determines that a vehicle is present . This
information is then transmitted to a computer for further processing.
Loops can be installed singly or in pairs .
Single loops are used to indicate the
presence or absence of a vehicle and as
such can provide an indication of traffic
congestion. This is accomplished by
measuring the proportion of time that
vehicles are over a loop-a measurement
referred to as occupancy . This measurement is used to determine when and where
there has been a slowdown in traffic . When
pairs of loops are used, speeds can be
measured by the time it takes a vehicle to
travel from one loop to the next.

Ramp Metering Equipment

As a result of years of field experience,
standards have been developed relative to
the installation and use of hardware for
ramp metering equipment.
Standard traffic control signals are used to
control the flow of traffic enteri ng the freeway. For the signal heads, the National Advisory Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices has established specific standards. They are :
• The standard display for freeway
entrance ramp control signals shall be
either a two-indication signal face
containing red and green lenses or a
standard three-indication signal face
containing red, yellow, and green
lenses.
• There shall be a minimum of two signal
faces per ramp facing entering traffic .
• On entran ce ramps havin g more than
one lane there shall be a signal face
mounted on the left side and on the
right side.
• The required signal faces should be
mounted such that the height to the
bottom of the housing of the lowest
signal face is a minimum of 4 .5 ft . and
a maximum of 6 .0 ft.
• The height of any supplemental signal
faces should be consistent with sound
design principles and engineering
judgment.
• A ll ramp control signals shall utilize
vertically aligned lenses with a minimum nominal diameter of 8 inches .
Ramp metering signs are used to warn the
driver that a ramp is under control and to
give instructions as to what action to take.
Advance-warning signs alert approaching
traffic to the presence of a signal on the

ramp and generally are placed to the ri ght
of the ramp a sufficient distance in advance
of the signal to allow for adequate evaluation and reaction time (at least 200 feet) . For
increased visibility, an advance-warning
sign with f lashing amber beacons and bearing the legend RAMP METERED WHEN
FLASHING is normally used.
Signs are also used at the signal to define
the actions that the driver is to take. In most
systems it is standard practice to mount on
the same pedestal as the signal head a sign
bearing the legend STOP HERE ON RED or
WAIT HERE FOR GREEN. Supplementary
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signs are sometimes used at the signa l to indicate the number of cars to be metered during t he green interval.
Pavement markings are used to augment
the signs and channel the vehic les into the
proper lane to fac i Iitate their control. They
normally consi st of a stop line and other
pavement markings needed to reduce a
dual-lane ramp to a sing le-lane width or to
delineate a separate priority access lane for
high-occupancy vehicles (carpools, buses,
etc .).
Three basic types of controllers can be
used for ramp metering control-pretimed
con troll ers, central ly located control lers,
and local ly actuated controllers. The
pretimed controller is the simplest of the
three and with most installations consists of
a one- to three-dial control ler operated by a
time clock. The metering rates are
pre- programmed based on h istorical traffic
data . Although this is the lowest cost
system , t he limitation of not being able to
be responsive to changing flow conditions
is a major disadvantage .
The centra lly located control ler is a system w hereby the contro ller functions are
incorporated within a central computer and
the need for controller hardware at the ramp
site is virtually el iminated. Timing and control operations are provided by re lays with
instruction s to the computer performed by
software or by manual inputs. Th is type of
system offers considerable flexibil ity in that
almost limitless timing intervals can be
stored in t he computer memory and changes
in performance can be easily achieved. One

◄ Hardware for ramp metering equipm ent includes
the use of both traffic control signals and ramp metering signs. (Arizona Department of Transpo rtation .)
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◄ The control center is the focal point for all communications and control in a large-scale freeway
management system . (Minnesota Department of
Transportation .)

for a number of reasons it has been found
that these types of carriers are not particularly applicable to extensive freeway control
systems. Some form of wire interconnection
(i.e., conventional interconnect cable,
twisted-pair cable, or coaxial cable) has
been found to be most feasible.
Cable facilities for freeway control systems are either leased from the telephone
company or owned by the operating agency.
The major factors considered in a tradeoff
analysis between these two alternatives are
cost, reliab i lity, and ease of incremental systems expansion. Maintenance capability
and special conditions of utility franchises
are also considerations. The owned-cable
system has a higher reliability but the leasedwire system in most instances is less expensive and can be expanded more easily.
disadvantage of this type of controller is the
requirement for a fairly elaborate communication system between the field and the
central control center. Another disadvantage is the loss of system operation in
case of computer failure. This problem,
however, can be overcome by use of a
backup pretimed controller that is used in
the event of computer fai lure.
The locally actuated controllers are
basically small computers located in the
field . They operate in a stand-alone fashion
by selecting metering rates based on
real-time information gathered from ramp
and mainline detectors. They offer a great
deal of flexibility in that they can perform
all the local control functions and can serve
as the basis for building a systemwide
centrally controlled system.
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Communication
Control Center Equipment

All freeway traffic control systems require
some form of data transmission system. The
type of system used generally depends on
the type of control used and the type of
information to be transmitted . With local
control, simple direct wire connections are
usually used because the distances between
the detectors, controllers, and displays are
smal I. With central control, the distances
over which the data must be transmitted are
generally large and different means of data
transmissions must be considered.
There are basically two types of carriers
that can be used in long-distance data transmission-wire-cable and radio. Radio and
some forms of m icrowave systems have
been experimented with in recent years but

The control center is the focal point for
all communications and control in a
large-scale freeway management control
system. At the control center, information
concern i ng traffic is rece ived, analyzed,
and evaluated, and decisions are made
regarding the type of control to be used.
The equ ipment normally found in a control
center consists of the computer and its
related peripheral equipment, communication console(s), display components, and
·equipment for dispatching emergency and
maintenance vehicles to the problem
locations.
The computer is the nucleus of most
centralized freeway management control

systems. It normally:
• Performs various functions according
to a pre-established priority order
• Gathers information, calculating parameters, making decisions, and outputting control commands
• Operates in real-time so that events, as
they occur, initiate pre-established priority-level programs
• Operates automatically on a continuing
basis
• Records system performance and outputs the performance in printed form
for permanent records, as well as in display form to allow operator interaction
with the system
• Controls various kinds of systems, including signing and television subsystems, by turning on, turning off, or selecting equipment, based on previously
programmed control and decision logic
• Performs technical analysis when the
control system is in off- line mode .
A wide variety of computers is available
for use in freeway managem ent control system s. However, becausethe basic trend is toward greater use o f dy namic measurem ents
and more fl ex ibility in syst em des ign, th e
majority o f computers used for freew ay contro l are general- purpose digital comp uters.
Th e p eriph eral equipment used in freeway cont ro l system s also inc ludes interactive periph eral s and storage devices. Th e
interac tive periph era ls are t hose devices
that enable the operat or t o interact with
eit her t he computer o r t he system . They
prov ide a m eans of o btaining informati on
as well as inp utting command s or altering

performance. They generally include a teletype, a cathode-ray tube display terminal
and a display map. The teletype and the
cathode-ray tube are the primary devices
for communication between the computer
and the operator; the display map is used primarily to provide a visual indication of how
the system is working. The display map is often a scaled replica of the freeway control
system with colored lights used to show the
degree of congestion on the freeway. It is a
valuable tool for the operator as it enables
him to visualize congested sections and assists in the identification of incidents .
Because of the graphic nature of its
display, the map also offers a public relations value in dealing with local officials.
The storage devices are magnetic recording devices (tapes or disks) used for storing
large quantities of data on system operations . They are also used for storing
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programs that are external to the computer
but can be called on as needed . Disks are
the most flexible for use in freeway control
systems and they are becoming an increasingly common peripheral.

STAFFING NEEDS
Staffing requirements for a freeway management control system will vary with the
size and complexity of the system. Some
small systems (e.g., a 4- or 5-ramp metering
system) require only the skills of an experienced traffic operations engineer . These
skills include a knowledge of freeway traffic
flow concepts, performance evaluation and
the ability to monitor the system' s operation and make the modifications necessary
to enhance performance of the system . In
th is mode of operation , the traffic operations engineer is responsible for the opera-
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Although a wide variety of computers is available for
use in freeway management control systems, the majority of them are general purpose digital computers .
(The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey.) ►
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tion and maintenance of the system with
part-time support from electronic technicians, maintenance staff, and data analysts.
In the larger systems, the tasks or functions that need to be performed tend to be
much broader in scope and, therefore, a
team of individuals is usually required .
Typical functions for these larger systems
and the types of skills that match these
functions are shown in Table 4. Normally,
one individual might possess two or more
ski lls and can fill several functions in this
matrix. For example, the traffic operations
engineer could, and normally does, serve in
the dual role of administrator and traffic
analyst. He also assumes the responsibility
for developing pub I ic relations and citizens
information programs based on the operation and performance results of the control
system.
In assessing staffing requirements it is
most important to define clearly the tasks
to be performed and the skills needed to
perform these tasks. It is equally important
to translate these needs into personnel
equivalents, taking into consideration overlapping skills, cross utilization of personnel , and budgetary constraints.
From an organizational point of view,
staffing for a freeway management control
system needs to be integrated into a functional group with full responsibility for both
operation and maintenance. This assures a
unified effort in operating, maintaining,
and updating the system and provides the
opportunity for developing a skilled staff

This specially designed tow truck, which is owned and
operated by a police agency, is an example of interagency cooperation working within a freeway management system. (The Port Authority of New York and
New J e rsey . ) ►
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that can be more responsive to the requirements and needs of the system .

SUPPORTING NEEDS
An element of considerable importance in
implementing a freeway management system is the development of good interagency
cooperation. No single agency is capable of
handling every aspect of freeway traffic
management. The disciplines most involved
in freeway management are:
• Public relations, with news media primarily responsible for informing the
public about real-time traffic conditions
• Law enforcement, with primary responsi bi Iities for safety of the public
• Traffic engi neering, with primary responsibilities for maintaining efficient
traffic flows
• Maintenance operations, with primary
responsibilities for roadway repairs, incident removal and general over al I up-

keep of the roadway facilities
• Transit operations, with primary responsib ilities for providing public transportation services
There is considerable overlap or interrelationship between these diciplines, and it is
essential that the agencies involoved understand and appreciate the overlapping responsibi I ities involved and work harmoniously so
that each agency can better fulfill its role .
Although traffic, enforcement, maintenance and transit are the primary disciplines
involved in freeway management, there are
other disciplines that also contribute to increasing system efficiency . Included are
agencies such as fire departments, ambulance services, utility companies, automobile clubs, and towing service companies .
These agencies are generally only called
upon to handle special problems, but their
importance cannot be overlooked. Development of a good working relationship with
each of them during the planning stages
will greatly enhance the cooperation
needed to ensure better overall system
operation .
Public acceptance and citizen support
are also critical elements in freeway management programs . The responsibility for
achieving this support must be shared by
the participating agencies, elected officials
and the media . To enable these groups to
fulfill their responsibilities, the public must
be continual ly apprised of project development through informational press releases,
project newsletters, and other forms of communication . There also must be a process
whereby public input can be accomplished
through public hearings, citizen committees, forums, and the like. The public at large
needs to know the projects to be introduced,
the reason for the projects, and the expected

Table 4. Position and Functions of All Possible Staff
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benefits. At a different level, the motorist
who uses the corridor needs to know what
changes are taking place and how these
changes may affect his daily travel patterns .
Failure to recogn ize the importance of public
involvement can often lead to complete rejection of a freeway management program .

FUNDING SOURCES
With the in creasi ng costs of operating and
maintaining transportation system s, the
highway administrator is constantly challenged with the development of funding
sources that wi 11 meet the needs of the various programs within his system . Because
freeway management and control systems
normally involve fairly extensive capital im-
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provement expenditures as well as a longterm commitment for operations, and because there are numerous competing program s, funding of freeway management control projects is always an issue. It is therefore
important in the planning of a system that
t he full ran ge of funding sources be carefully
examined.
The most common fun d ing sourc·es for
freeway management control projects are
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
program s authorized by the Federal-Aid
Highway Act. Funds under these programs
are available for operational improvements
as well as capital improvements on all freeways on the Federal-Aid highway system.
Typically, a local or state agency initiates
the projects and th ey are then submitted

through th e st ate agency to the Federal Highway Administration for rev iew and approval .
Once approval is obtained , the funds are apportioned to the state h ighway or transportat ion agency, which ma intai ns administrative
respo nsi bi lity and control. Funds under these
programs are typ ically on a 90-10 or 70-30
matchi ng basis , with joi nt fundin g from both
FHWA and the local and / or state agency .
The assistance t hat can qual ify under
these programs includes:
• Prel iminary engineering, and system
design
• Preparation of software and programming of systems operation
• Hardware acquisition and installation
• Housing for control and monitor ing
eq uipment
• Construction of priority vehicle facilities
• System evaluat ion
Special activities, su ch as those that encourage carpooling, vanpooling, ridesharing, and greater use of buses, are also el igible.
Other sources of funding for freeway
management control projects are the
various categorical funding programs of the
U.S. Department of Transportation and
special multi-agency funding programs . For
example, the l-35W Freeway Surveillance
and Control Project i n M inneapoli s was
fu nded at the 100 percent level w ith fu nds
from the Urban Corridor Demonstration
Program (UCDP). It is also possible to fu nd
certain study elements of a freeway management control system under FHWA's Federally coordinated program of research and
development. However, the physical design, construction, operation, and maintenance of a system are not el igible under this
program .
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◄ San Francisco Bay Bridge toll plaza and metering
signals, with HOV bypass lanes. (San Francisco Examiner.)
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System
Operations

0

nee a freeway management control system has been installed, it
cannot be left to operate on its
own-operation, evaluation and
maintenance functions must be provided on
a continuing basis . These functions include
system monitoring, performance evaluation and system maintenance.

SYSTEM MONITORING

◄ 1-495 Beltway around Washington, D . C. (Mark
Herndon for A lan M . Voorhees & Associates.)

In monitoring a system, three levels are
normally required . The first level is at the
poli cy level and involves those who have
various degrees of adm inistrative responsibility (i.e. , traffic commissioner, state
highway agency director, police chief,
etc.). At this level, freeway management
projects are evaluated on the basis of their
overall impact on the publi c, their relationship to other projects in the region , and
their long-range effect on the region's total
transportation and traffic needs. Day-today operational problems are of little
concern, except for specia l events that may
require high-level attention . The information input for this level of monitoring is
usually in the form of summary reports from

the freeway project staff; control is in the
form of policy directives.
The second level of monitoring is at the
engineering/ technical level and involves
those responsible for development and
maintenance of operating procedures, traffic flow analyses, and performance evaluations . The primary objective at this level is
to be responsive to changing traffic needs
and to upgrade the system in response to
those needs or because of technological
advances that will permit a given function
to be performed more efficiently. Input is
obtained from operating reports, traffic surveillance statistics, traffic surveys, public
relations, communications with other agencies, and special research and operational
studies; control at this level is accomplished
through exercise of adjustments in system
parameters, control strategies, and operating procedures . This level of monitoring is
mostly concerned with the evolutionary aspect of traffic control strategies and does
not get involved with the day-to-day operation of the system except when unusual
events occur that require substantial modif ication s to the system .
The third level of monitoring involves the
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◄ Day-to-day monitoring of a freeway management
system in volves constant surveillance of both operating conditions on the freeway and operating performance of the equipment. (City of Boston.)

day-to-day operation of the system . An operator maintains a constant surveill ance not
only of the o peratin g conditions on the freeway but also of the operating performance
of t he equipment. Inform ation is obtained
through computerized surveillance, televisio n survei llance, police reports, private
citizens, repair and maintenance notices,
and computer alarms; control consists of
some form of overrid e or intervention based
on operati ng procedures developed by the
eng ineering/ technical staff - i .e ., t he response to an alarm condition to ensure t hat
proper action is taken or the implementation of an em ergency strategy in response
to a need to exerc ise more contro l.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The primary objec tive of most freeway
management control systems is to increase
the safety and level of service of the
facilities wi thin a freeway corrido r . In most
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cases, justification for such systems is made
on the basis of some forecast of the benefits
that may result . It is therefore necessary to
determin e th e effectiveness of the system
and to ascertai n whether the expected
results have been attai ned. Such an evaluation is also useful in identifying ways to
increase t he benefits further or to justify expansion or upgrading of the system .
Evaluation Criteria

Performance evaluation of a freeway
management control system is not only
desirable from th e viewpoint of knowing
how well the system is perform ing, but is
also a requirement for those project s
implemented with Federal funding assistance. The Federal Aid H ighway Program
Manual requires that all traffic control
systems installed with Federal-aid funds be
evaluated " at the earl iest possible date that
will accurately reflect stable operating

conditions ." These requirements inc lude
t he fo l lowing considerations :
• The evaluation should measure the
effects of the system on safety and
traffic flow qua I ity.
• It must be an evaluatio n that d irectly
compares the operation of the new
system w ith the operation of the
original system.
• Typical measures to be used in the
evaluation include volum es, accidents, accident rates. travel speeds,
travel time, delay, density, etc.
In general , four basic measures of
effectiveness can be used in evaluat ing t he
performance of a freeway m anagement
control syst em . These are:
• Changes in congestio n levels reflected
through t raffi c measures such as
volumes, total travel time, total travel
speed, and d uration of congestion.
• Changes in system costs, both to the
user and to the system operator .
• Changes in safety, using factors such as
decreased accidents or decreased
accident rates.
• Changes in accessibility as indicated
by decreased delays in the system .
Additional criteria, such as reduction of
air pollution, decrease of fuel consumption,
and in crease of driver satisfaction , are measures of effectiveness that may also be warranted in an evaluation . However, these
measures often are considerably more difficult to quantify and , when used, they are
norm ally derived from basic traffic flow
measurements .

Evaluation Planning

The performance evaluation is in reality
an integral part of the system implementation; as such , the evaluation plan must be
considered in the early stages of the
development planning process . It involves
identifying improvement objectives, determining what effectiveness measures are
to be used, developing a data collection
plan , and selecting an evaluation methodology . Common pitfalls are to col lect more
data than needed or to collect data on an
ad hoc basis without knowing how the data
will be used . Another common pitfall is the
fai lure to clearly document conditions prior
to implementat ion of the improvement
program .
Two basic techniques normally are used
in eva luating freeway management control
projects- " before-and-after" studies and
"control group" studies. The "before-andafter" te·chnique is the method most
commonly used in evaluating effects of
new improvements . This approach estab1ishes the " before" measurement as the
base and assumes that the difference
between the " base" condition and the
conditions after the improvements have
been installed represents the full effect of
the irpprovement. In using this method ,
data co llection efforts must be carefully
planned to minimize the effect of timerelated changes that may influence conditions between the before and after
measurements.
It is also important to
recognize th e limitation of not being able
to differentiate between the impact of
individual improvements-only the impact
of th e total system is possible .
The "co ntrol group" method of evaluation involves selecting a fac ility that has

Maintaining equipment in proper working condition
is essential to a freeway management system 's ability
to perform its intended function . (Alan M . Voorhees
& Assoc i ates.) ►

characteristi cs similar to the facility for
which the freeway management system is
to be implemented .
This facility then
serves as the control area. The effects of
the improvements are then determined by
comparing the conditions in the test area
with those in the control area . Although
this technique overcomes the problem of
time-related effects , it often is difficult to
identify a control area which has characteristics similar to those of the test area.
Regardless of the study technique used ,
the critical element in the evaluation of a
project is selection of data and sampling
technique .
A carefu l design of the
samp ling procedure is of utmost importance to ensure that the effects of the
improvements are properly represented .
The evaluation planning element must
a!so take into consideration the changes in
travel patterns that relate directly to the
types of control s that are implemented.
Some common changes that typically result
from a freeway control system are
bottleneck shifting, time shifts in demand,
localized operational problems, localized
increase in demand, and a general
redi stribution of traffic . A ll th ese changes
have to be carefully evaluated and the
variou s control strategies have to be
modified to match the actual traffic needs
as they evolve and change over time.

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
The ability of a freeway management
control system to perform its fun ctions with
optimum effectiveness is highly dependent

on the quality and level of maintenance
provided . The consequences of a breakdown o r malfunctioning of system equipment include disruptions in t raffic flow, increases in acc ident potential and, often ,
loss of credibil ity with th e motoring public.
There is also a legal implication . If an
injury or damage occurs because some
element of the system fails , t here could be
a case of liab ility against the operating
agency .
Therefore, maintenance is an
extremely important aspect of the system
operation .
Development of a maintenance management program fo r a freeway cont rol system
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will vary depending on the type of system
being used. For example, a centrally controlled system permits continuous monitoring of all the hardware elements of the
system (i.e., controllers, detectors, communication links, etc.). With this type of
extensive monitoring, failures in equipment
performance can be detected early and
maintenance response can be almost immediate if necessary . Thus, preventive
maintenance purposes can be accomplished
more efficiently. On the other hand, the
non-centralized systems (such as an isolated ramp metering system) can create different types of maintenance management
problems. In order to detect a malfunction
or failure of these systems, frequent field
checks are required which tend to be expensive and often take place even when the
system is functioning properly.
The maintenance of the field equipment
is often independent of the type of system
used . Local controllers represent state-ofthe-art equipment used in other traffic control applications and are usually low-maintenance devices requiring no special skills
for their repair. A good practice, however,
is to minimize to the extent possible the
actual maintenance time at the field site .
This can be accomplished through the total
replacement of faulty elements in the field
so that their repair can be more effectively
performed at a maintenance station where
test equipment and other repair facilities
are readily available.
In the centrally controlled systems where
digital computers are used , most agencies
find that the best practice is to use mai ntenance contracts in preference to adding
specialized staff . Such contracts can be
made with the computer manufacturer or
with some independent service firm. Typi-
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cal contracts provide for both scheduled
and unscheduled maintenance (including
parts and labor), and the costs are always
less than that of having full-time computer
maintenance personnel.
Another important aspect of maintenance management is to properly develop
and utilize service histories related to equipment performance. They form the basis for
many maintenance decisions. They also
help determine the level of inventory control needed for proper maintenance . As a
general rule, a spare parts inventory of approximately 10 percent is considered ade-

quate for an agency that performs its own
maintenance.
An example of the distribution of maintenance time allocation and maintenance
calls for the l-35W freeway management
control system in Minneapolis is given in
Table 5. These numbers are directly related
to a detector-based system with relatively
limited closed-circuit TV and therefore are
not applicable to all systems . However,
they do give an indication of where most of
the maintenance problems normally occur
- in the detection and communication
system .

Table 5. Distribution of System Maintenance
Maintenance Time Allocation (%)
System

%of Calls
Adjusting

Field Repair

Shop Repair

Total

CCTV

12.4

1.8

15.3

4.9

22.0

Detectors

42.7

13.7

16.9

5.4

36.0

Ramp Controls

7.7

0.3

3.8

0.4

4.5

Changeable-Message
Signs

2.4

0

3.6

0

3.6

Lane Signals

0.7

0

0.2

0

0.2

29.0

0.7

24.0

6.4

31 .1

5.1

0.5

1.4

0.7

2.6

100.0

17.0

65.2

17.8

100.0
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Information
Sources
his section provides abstracts of six
of the more significant documents
that provide state-of-the-art summaries on freeway traffic management. It also provides a supp lemental bibliography on the subject.
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ABSTRACTS

◄ Route580, Oakland, California. Beaumont Avenue
ramp metering. (California Department of Transportation .)

Everall, Paul F., Urban Freeway Surveillance and Control: The State of the Art. Prepared for U.S. DOT, FHWA, 1972.
This report presents a state-of-the-art survey of urban freeway surveillance and
control systems . It begins with an introduction to freeway problems that are subject to
solution by surveillance and control techniques. Measures and methods to document operational problems are discussed to
aid the analyst in determining what surveillan ce and control systems should be
considered. Solutions to freeway problems
are presented, along with descriptions of
the detailed hardware requirements. A
summary of existing ramp control projects
is presented and a benefit-cost study of
their effectiveness is provided . The report
concludes with an extensive list of refer-

ences identifying more than 200 articles
and reports dealing with freeway surveillance and control.
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, Research on Traffic Corridor Control, November 1975.
The OECD Croup International Corridor
Experiment (ICE) Project was c reated to
examine the strategies available for traffic
corridor control and to outline potential
international coord inated research that
could be performed on a corridor faci lity of
a member country on the basis of the needs
of another member country . The Croup' s
objective was to bring together and exploit
the expertise on traffic control available in
participating OECD countries in order to
make the most rapid and efficient impact
on the very comp lex subject of traffic corridor control. The experience of developments such as ramp control systems in the
United States, coordinated signal control in
Europe, and motorist warning systems in
Japan provided the basis for the Croup' s
work . The following five types of corridors,
both in urban and in rural areas (intra-city
and inter-city), were considered within the
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framework of the program : (1) motorway
and motorway; (2) motorway and coordinated area traffic control system; (3)
motorway and street network (uncoordinated control); (4) motorway and suburban
road network (including controlled arterials); (5) motorway and rural roads. The
report contains six chapters, a list of key
references, and eight annexes.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company,
" Review of Current and Proposed Low-Cost
Freeway Incident Management Systems,"
U.S. Department of Transportation, 1977.
This research report was prepared as an
interim report for contract DOT-FH-118813 , entitled "Alternative Surveillance
Concept and Methods of Freeway Incident
Management." The results of an in-depth
review and preliminary analysis of the state
of the art of various minimum investment,
low technology, and freeway incident management systems are presented . This effort
included an extensive literature review and
interviews conducted with
interested
agencies working in the freeway incident
environment. In addition, a number of
on-site incident investigations were conducted and 15 videotape investigations
provided the basis for the structure of six
candidate freeway incident management
systems, which are organized along functional lines. The detection, administrative,
organizational, preplanning, and traffi c
control options of each of the candidates
are presented with respect to their costs,
characteristics,
effectiveness,
remedial
potential, and several option-specific
issues. Finally, data are presented to
suggest a particular option effectiveness as
compared with the total universe of all
incidents.
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Stanford Research Institute, Guidelines for
Design and Operation of Ramp Control Systems, National Cooperative Highway Research Program Project 3-22, 1975.
This report is intended as a guide for
designers of ramp-metering control systems. It is aimed at the working traffic
engineer who has had a minimum of freeway operations experience . The emphasis is
on practical and proven techniques, not on
research or experimental procedures. As a
first step, the report provides guidance in
determining whether a proposed metering
system is potentially effective. Assum ing
that cost and related criteria are met,
guidelines are given for the design , implementation, and operation of systems usi ng
three types of metering: pretimed, locally
actuated, and centralized. Multiple-system
metering is also treated briefly. A final
chapter cites the benefits and costs of ramp
metering at a number of existing locations
and describes techniques for a specific
benefit-cost study.
Taragin , Asriel, Summary of the John C.
Lodge Freeway Research , NCHRP, July
1976 .
This report provides both the management background and a summary of the
technical results of the long-continuing
freeway survei I lance and control researc h
on the John C. Lodge Freeway in Detroit,
Michigan . It describes the history and
technical activities of the research conducted just by local agencies in Michigan,
later under the more broadly supported
National Proving Ground and, finally,
through the mechanism of two successive
NCHRP projects . A complete list of references and an annotated bibliography are
also provided .

U .S. Department of Transportation , Federal
Highway Administration, Traffic Control
Systems Handbook, June 1976.
This handbook, which was developed in
recognition of the need for compilation and
dissemination of information on advanced
traffic control systems, presents the basic
principles for planning, design , and implementation of such systems for urban streets
and freeways. The presentation concept
and organization of this handbook is
developed from the viewpoint of systems
engineering . Traffic control studies are described, and traffic control and surveillance
concepts are reviewed . Hardware components are outlined, and computer concepts
and communication concepts are stated.
Local and central controllers are described,
as well as display, television, and driver information systems . Available systems technology and candidate system definition,
evaluation , and implementation are also
covered . The management of traffic control
systems is discussed. Appendices are included which provide information on:
freeway origin-destination study, freeway
input-output studies, acceleration noisemean velocity gradient, travel time and
delay, measures of the quality of traffic service, information sources, costs checklist,
costs of freeway ramp metering systems,
and costs of selected urban street traffic
control systems .
The handbook contains information on a
systems approach to traffic control, traffic
control studies, traffic control concepts for
urban street systems and freeways, surveillance concepts, hardware, computer concepts, communication concepts, traffic
detectors, local and central controllers, display, television, and driver information systems .
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